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THE MYSTERY OF MESlVIERISJ\tl EXPLAINED.
CHAPTER 1.
( Communicated.}
1\7(;. 3.
OWL
and which spirit are vitally combined
or united.
The second is that matter, how-
ever subtle and fluid it may be, is
blind and inert; that is to say, inca-
pable of understanding, and .without
the power .of . determining itself to
motion or to rest.
We entreat the kind reader of
these papers on mesmerism, to ban-
ish from his mind all prejudice
and partiality, to · listen only to com..
mon sense, and to reason without
passion. These are indispensable
conditions in every philosophical
, investigation, but in this question
they are' perhaps more necessary than
in others.
In the first place, then, let us see
what the actions of the magnetizers
are.
They are various. They have
. changed from time to time, and still
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T H E question which ':Ve proposeto discuss in these papers is
this:- What is the true cause if the
mesmeric"phenomena?
Now the nature of a cause may be
ascertained either (I) by its effects, or
(2) by the manner in which those
effects ar~ produced. In the present
instance we shall . limit ourselves to
the second course, viz.t that of trying
to infer the true cause of the 'mesm e-
ric facts from the means adopted by
mesmerists for the production of
their wonders.
In doing this we need not make
any strange or startling hypotheses,
Assent is required to two principles
only, which none of our readers 'will
gainsay.
The first is that man is a compound
being consisting (I) of a material
body and (2) of a spirit possessing
both intellect and will ; which body
* We apply the term "mesmeric" to the phenomena which magnetizers produce by ' ~:,,');': '
their various methods of magnetizing, We prefer it to "magnetic" for two reasons j-s-
firstly, because it is taken from an extrinsic and historical circumstance, which .does not
bias our judgment on the intrinsic nature of the phenomena; and . secondly because it
distinguishes this class of facts, from those produced by physicists with magnets and elec.
tro-magnets. If, yielding to the common parlance, we should at any time use the word
magnetic, be it well understood that we use it in the sense of mesmeric,
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change, with the systems and ideas of
the magnetizers.
Mesmer magnetized by 111eanS of a
tub filled with fragments of glass, and
iron filings, which were placed in
contact with some iron bars held by
the person to be magnetized.
Puysegur laid one hand on the
backbone, and the other on the sto-
mach of the patient. Faria made
use of command ronly ; ordering the
patient in a peremptory tone, to
sleep.
Deleuze first took hold of the pa-
tient's . fingers, at the same time
touching his knees with his own
knees, and his feet with his own feet: -
then he laid his hands on the shoul-
ders of the patient, shaking his body
gently from head to foot; which ope-
ration, in the technical language of
the art, 'vas called 1Jzak£ngor carry-
Ing on the strokes.
By many magnetizers these
" strokes" are made without touching
the patient, the magnetizer merely
moving his hands at a distance, as
though he were sprinkling water on
the face and body.
Besides these methods of " strok-
ing", 'which are common, various
other means have been adopted for
the attainment of the same object.
There are some who magnetize by
insufflations, or bloWlngs upon the
patient; others who do so by looks,
fixing him firmly with the eyes;
others who operate still more simply,
by the will alone. But it is essential
in every case that the will ·be influen-
ced; for in this consists the efficacy
of the magnetic operations.
Notwithstandiug the great variety
of these operations, they may all be
included under two heads, viz: /{es-
lures and WIll, the term gestures
being' taken to mean all the extrinsic
actions of the magnetizers.
But gestures and will differ widely,
the one from the other, both as to
their efficacy for magnetizing and as
to the part taken by each of them in
the production of the desired effects.
Gestures, of themselves, have no effi-
cacy; it is the will which .is every-
thing with mesmerism. There are
many cases in which. a person is
magnetized without any gesture at all,
it being sufficient that the magnetizer,
after obtaining the free consent of the
patient, should unl] strongly.
It is clear, then, 'that the gestures,
of themselves, have no power over
the magnetic ' agent. The magnetic
strokes, the insufflations, the looks, the
manipulations of whatever kind, and
all the other external acts which mag-
netizers are wont to em ploy in their
art, are powerless by themselves, or
in virtue of their material entity, to
set in motion the magnetic agent.
Hence they can be omitted, or if
used, they borrow all their efficacy
from the magnetic will,- a will with-
out which all gestures are worthless,
which, alone, suffices to do everything.
You may labor the whole year round
if you like, at gesture-making, and
touching, and blowing and staring: if
you have not themagnetic zoill, you will
be unable to bring about uny of the
phenomena so easily produced by
magnetizers. Do we not, everyone
of us, every day of our lives, make
gestures, and touch, and blow, and
stare, and use in various ways the
various lim bs and organs of the body,
in a manner similar to that of the
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magnetizers, without ever magnetiz-
ing our neighbors? Nay, the case is
the same even with the magnetizers
themselves, who, outside of their
seances, use the ' same gestures as the
rest of mankind, without ever produc-
ing magnetic effects.
If these gestures had, in their phy-
sical and material entity, the virtue
of setting in motion the magnetic
agent, in the 'Yay, for instance, in
which the motion of the ann stirs the
surrounding air, or in _which the rub-
bing of a hand against a body deve-
lops heat, they would never be dis-
joined from the -magnetic effects.
This would be the case with those
especially, in whom the magnetic
power is strong and manifest.
Thus Dr. Teste often magnetized
with a glance. He used to send his
wife into the magnetic sleep so quick-
ly that the smile previously ,on her
lips had not time to die out. Now,
if the gestures had any intrinsic PO\V-
er not borrowed from the will, Dr.
Teste could not have looked on any
woman 'without at once putting her
to sleep.
It may be taken for granted, then,
tha~ the gestures, strokes, and other
outward signs, do not, of themselves,
possess any magnetic virtue. If they
have any such,virtue, they receive it
from the will, without which they
are powerless, '
Furthermore, that the magnetic
'efficacy, or in other words, the power
of setting the magnetic agent in
action, flows from the will, and
that the exterior manipulations and
ceremonies have, throughout, only
an insignificant and, so to speak,
accidental part in the matter, is
willingly admitted by the authors
and masters of mesmerism.' We
do not here refer to , Dupotet and
his whole school who hold the will
to be, itself, the magnetic agent. All
the others,-and they are most nu-
merous,-affirm that the magnetic
agent is a fluid, and teach unani-
mously that it is driven. directed and
governed by the will, Puysegur, who
is regarded as the second father of
mesmerism, sums up all the magne-
tic art in the words, "bel£eve and 7.v£II;"
a phrase which has been generally
accepted among mesmerists as a
truism. Deleuze, one of the m ost
famous doctors of the magnetic art,
says, "wz"ll and belzeve," to show that
the exercise of the will is even more
necessary than faith; though the latter
ought, of course, to lJrecede the for-
mer. These doctors are followed by
the immense majority of mesmerists.
Of what use are then the magnetic
gestures? They serve-according to
the opinion of the magnetizers-to
facilitate the emission of the fluid set
in motion by the will. They are
consequently useful (chiefly to novices
in the art) but are not absolutely ne-
cessary. This is the most that the
mesmerists themselves attribute to
the gestures and the external acts.
And they are right. For what man
in his senses could attribute to ges- ,
tures the virtue of working the won-
ders which we see in magnetized
persons, especially ' during clair-uoy-
ance or lucid somnambulismr If they
possessed such virtue, they could not
be changed and varied at the plea- ,
,sure of the magnetizer, much less be
dispensed with (in part or in' entirety),.
without remarkable variations in the
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effects produced; which variations do
not take place.
From the testimony of facts, then,
no less than from! the consent of mes-
merists, it is evident _that the gestures
have no .m agnctic efficacy of their
own, but that all such efficacy resides
in the will , which is ,the real cause
that sets the magnetic agent in ac-
tion, and determines it to produce its
wonderful effects, without the inter-
vention of any other ca~se between
it ,and this agent. We may there-
fore eliminate from the present dis-
cussion, the consideration of the g'es-
tures and exterior ceremonies of the
magnetizers, and give all our atten-
tion to the action -of the will. _
But here the reader should take
note of two things.
(I) That action of the will of
which we are speaking is not any
such action whatsoever/ for not every
,volitiVt act can produce the mag-
netic phenomena; but it is a spe-:
cial act of the will, _which may be
styled the magnetic wz71. This may
be the generic will to magnetize, it
may be the will to move the fluid, or
it may be the will to produce such
and such magnetic phenomena, or
it may be the will to feel the efficacy
of . the magnetic acts, or ·even the
mere will to do what one has seen
done by magnetizers; since according
to the best writers on such matters,
whose statements have been corrobo-
rated by experimental facts, every
one of these acts of the "vi11, can attain
its aim.
( 2 ) Let the difference be noted
between the action of the will
in its other extrinsic operations, and
its action in regard to the magnetic
agent. In its other extrinsic ope~a­
tions, the will is only a mediate
cause, whereas in regard to the mag-
netic agent, It is an immediate cause..
When I handle a stick, my 'will does
not act immediately on the stick, but
through my arms, which are instru-:
ments necessary to the effect pro?u-
cede Hence it follows that if by any '
accident whatever, such, e. g.,-as the
involuntary shaking of the nerves, the
arm be moved whilst I hold the
stick, the stick also will be jnoved ;
and this though I do not will to
move it, or even though I will the
opposite. Why so? Because the
efficacy which physically moves the
stick, is really in the arm, and not in
the act of the will. The will is effi-
cient to move the stick, inasmuch as
by moving the arm, it uses the requ i
site means to obtain the effect desir-
, ed. Now, whenever the efficacy
which produces an effect resides in
the means used, the will is useful
only in so far as it leads to the use of
that means. Provided that particular
means be used (it ,m atters not for
what reason) the intention of the '.'Till
pro or con (and we may say)the same
of thought, faith, inspiration, etc.,)
neither adds to nor detracts from the
.efficiency of the means used; and
consequently that _means cannot fail
to produce the effect, in either case
equally. Thus if in order to be res-
tored to health, you take an overdose
of strychnine, the poison will just, as
surely kill you as if you had intended
to commit suicide. If, by way of
joke, you fire at a friend with a gun
which you think is not loaded, but
which is really loaded, neither your
mistaken belief, nor your good inten-
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tion, however strong and sincere they
may be, will save your friend from a
mortal wound,
But in mesmerism the case is re-
versed. Let us substitute for the -
stick and the gun the magnetic agent;
and for the effects of the stick set in
motion, of the swallowed poison, and
of the fired ' gun, the mesmeric effects
produced by this agent. If the will
be only a mediate cause, if it be use-
ful and efficient to move the agent in
the same manner, and on{y in the
.sam e manner, as it causes the arm
to,move the stick, or the magnetizer
to use the exterior manipulations,
(which, on this hypothesis, are sup-
posed to have in themselves the phy-
sical virtue of moving the magnetic
agent) then, provided ' the movement
of the arms takes place, or the ges-
tures are made, the same effects will
always follow, even when such move-
ment or such gestures are ' made for
another end than that of magnetism.
But ' the contrary is the fact. These
effects never take place, unless I there
is intention and magnetic will,
Whilst, in the case ' of the stick, the
will has no power of action except"
through the arms, here, on the con-
trary, the motions of the arms, the '
glances, the insuffiations, the touc-
hes, and the other exterior signs
have no power of their own, but
whatever they have is borrowed
from the will, We entreat the read-
er to mark well this singular contrast;
because in it resides the essential
'character of m esm erism. I t is the
key which will presently reveal to us
its mystery. .
Let us repeat this in other words.
(I) In none of its exterior opera:..
tions (mesmerism apart) does the
will possess any immediate influ-
ence on the corporeal agents (be they
ponderable or imponderable, solid or
liquid) which produce the desired
effects.
(2) The will sets these agents in
motion mediately, through the move-
ments of the organs of its own body.
(3) In those organs resides a phy- ,
sical virtue proportioned to the inten-
ded effect.
(4) Without them the effect does
not and cannot naturally take place.
But in mesmerism, on the contra-
ry, the will
(I) acts 'im m ediately upon the un-
known agent that pro<luces the mag-
netic phenomena,
(2) without any necessary interven-
tion of the organs of its own body.
If this intervention takes place,
(3) the acts have not, in themsel-
ves, any physical virtue proportioned
to the effects desired; and,
(4) if they have any power, it is
received, in its entirety, from the will,
(5) without which no effect can
be obtained. .
IVIagnetizers do not deny this capi-
tal difference between the mesmeric
effects and the common ones. All
they attempt is 'to make their theory
more credible by calling attention to
what they consider analogous move-
merits of those fluids and organs of
the body, which pay immediate obe-
dience to the will, Of this corn pari-
son, apparently so dear to them, we
shall speak by and by.
In the mean time let us pursue
our argument; and in order to do so,
let us enquire of what kind is that
. direct action, that immediate influ-
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ence which the will exerts on the
mesmeric agent, when it moves it to
act.
Is it physical, or is it moralr
" Physical," answer all magnetiz-
ers: "moral," we say. And \~e feel
ourselves .up to the task of proving it.
Before attempting to prove that the
action exerted on the mesmeric agent
is moral and not physical, it is well
to define clearly in what the physical
cause is distinguished from the moraL
These cxpresssions "physz'cal" and
"moral" are not used here as equi-
valents for material and spz'rllual; nor
do they- relate to the very substance
of the cause, but only to its mode of
action, which differs according to the
nature of the term receiving the ope-
ration.
The soul of man, and the will of
man are always spiritual in their sub-
ject; and as such, they cannot act in
any other \vay than spiritually. But
their action on the o1J.fect is said to be
physical or moral according to the
means whereby the object is moved
to act, whether, e. g., it is a physical
im pulse or a moral invitation.
If the object be material, destitute of
understanding and spontaneity, and
consequently incapable of determin-
ing itself to action or to rest-as a
stone, a table, a book, etc.,-it is
evident that it cannot be otherwise
determ ined to act, than by receiving
externally a true and real impulse.
But if the object be a being endow-
ed with conscience, and capable of
moving spontaneously-as a man for
instance-then, to determine him to
act, it is not necessary that one should
hit him or touch him physically ; but
an invitation, a prayer, a command,
a threat, a persuasion, a beck will
suffice. It is enough that one should
manifest one's will to him, in order
that he, by his own will and power
may determine himself to act.
In the first case there is p!l:ysz'cal
causality, a true and real influence,
an im pression of operative influence.
In the second case, there is moral
causality, which is cause in a wide
and an improper sense only; because
the force with which it moves my ser-
vant, for instance, is not a force given
him by me, but a force of his own.
Neither my command nor my prayer
would have any power to move him
to act, if he did not spontaneously
determine himself to act, after having
known my will.
lVlark well, kind reader, that be-
tween these two kinds of causes, phy-
sical and moral, there is no third
kind; and consequently that the ex-
clusion of the physical necessarily in-
volves the acceptance of the moral
cause.
If} then, we prove that the 'will is
not a physical cause in regard to the
magnetic agent, it will necessarily
follow that it is only a moral cause.
And if it be moral, what will be
the nature of the magnetic agent? It
is evident that it cannot be inert and
blind matter, (and therefore not a
fluid of any form; for every fluid is
matter) but that it must be a su bstance
endowed with understanding and ac-
tivity of its own, since it must be '
capable of knowing the commands of
the will of another being, and after
having known them, of determining
itself to put them in execution.
H ere is the gist of the question:
If we can establish this point, nothing
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will remain for us to do except to
gather up the consequences. For
this reason we ask you to grasp well
the nature of the following conclu-
sion:-':-lf the unll does not move the
magnetic agent as a pkysical cause,
then this agent is an intelligent bezng."
A comparison will illustrate the
thing. Suppose that you are sitting
at your desk, and without stirring,
you say to a book, "Open! "-and it
opt;ns; and to your pen, "Write!"-
and it writes. How would you ac-
count for this fact ? You know well
that your simple command is not and
cannot be the physical cause of the
opening of the book, and of the writ-
ing of the pen. You must either.at-
tribute to the book and .the pen two
powers of which they are destitute,
viz.: the power of understanding you,
and that of moving by themselves
. without need of extrinsic impulsion,
or you illust resort to the hypothesis
that there is a third (invisible) being,
capable of understanding you, who
opens the book and moves the pen
according to your will. You cannot
_ find any third \vay' of accounting for
the facts.
Now precisely the same thing nlay
be said in the case of mesmerism,
The magnetizer wills, and with the
power of his will, acting upon the
magnetic agent, moves it in some
\'lay or other, to produce the mesme-
ric effects. Now, if the .magnetic
agent be not moved with a physical
im pulse of the will, we must neces-
sarily say either that the agent has the
power of understanding the com-
mands of the will, and of moving
spontaneously to execute them-and
in such case it cannot be fluid or
other matter ;-or, if at any price we
hold on to the fluid, we must adm it
that between the will and the fluid
there intervenes an intelligent and
active being, who sets the fluid in
motion according to the commands
of the will. This intelligent being,
moved morally and immediately by
the will, would in that case, be, itself,
the magnetic agent of which we
speak. It is evident then, that this
magnetic agent . which is moved by
the will, is so moved, either physi-
cally or morally. If morally, it can-
not be other than an intelligent being.
Let us enquire, now, whether the
will moves the magnetic agent as a '
physical cause, or as a moral cause.
That we may proceed with clear -
ness and order, we will begin by es-
tablishing certain marks or criteria,
by means of-which it filay be distin-
·guished with certainty, ' whether the
operation of a cause be physical or
moral; and this will be the first pre-
miss of our reasoning. Next, we
shall apply those marks or criteria to .
the case under discussion ; proving
that the will does not act physically,
which will be our second premiss.
And from these two premises we shall
draw the conclusion already inti rna-
ted, in which lies the solution of -the
whole question.
In speaking of the criteria by which
the physical operation of a cause can
be distinguished from its moral ope-
l ation, we shall limit ourselves to the
following instances only.
(I) In order to produce an effect
physically, it is not enough to unll, it
is necessary also to do; that is to say,
to . perform a physical act which,
though commanded, certainly, by an
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act of the will, is quite distinct there-
from. And this act must ,have in
itself a physical energy adequate to
, the production of the effect.
Thus, in order to quench my thirst,
it is not enough that I should will: I
must perform another action or series
of actions extrinsic to the will, and
having a due proportion to the end
proposed; such as moving myhand,
taking up the glass, and swallowing
the liquid.
But to act morally, it suffices that I
should will the effect, and manifest
.my will to the intelligent being who
executes it. It is not necessary that
any exterior act should have the least
physical efficiency in regard to the
effects to be produced. I t is enough
that it should manifest my will I
say to my servant, for instance, "fetch
me water," and he docs so: but even
this much is not always necessary;
for a smart servant 'will often guess
what I ' want, and forestall my com-
mand without the need of a word.
( 2 ) No physical cause can pro-
duce an effect without giving the acts
(in 80 far as it' can give them) the last
individual .deterrninations which dis-
tinguish that effect from all other pos-
sible effects in the sam e species. You
cannot speak, for instance, without
uttering these rather than those
words, you cannot move , a ' finger
without determining at the same
time whether it be a finger of the
right, or of the left hand, \V hether it
move upwards or downwards, etc.
And this for the evident reason that
nothing can exist really and physical-
ly save in a determined and concrete
\vay; so that the same cause which,
by producing an effect physically,
bririgs that effect into existence, must
also give it those individual determi-
nations without which it cannot exist.
But it 'suffices for one who acts
morally, that he determine in general
,the desired effect, without determin-
ing it t"n t"ts concrete circumstances: for
these last determinations can be made
by the agent that obeys. Thus you
can order a dinner, 'and yet leave the
number and quality of the 'dishes to
the free will and taste of the cook.
(3) An intelligent being like man,
cannot ,be the physical and voluntary,
cause of an effect if he be entirely '
ignorant of the manner in which that
effect is produced, and of the instru-
ment necessary to its production.
I say enlzre!y, because a man can '
well produce physical effects, even
though he may not know adequately
all that relates to the manner or to the
instrument of their production. Dai-
ly experience shows how imperfect is
our knowledge of the effects which
we produce. The player of an in-
strument does not know all its har-
monic vibrations; the laboring man
is unaware of the man)' chemical and
physi~al transmutations which matter
undergoes in his hands; the mechanic
is not acquainted with all the merits
of the machinery which he ,uses; nor
do men in general know all the
springs and movements of the mus-
cles, nerves and humors so constant-
ly brought into play by them in their
various actions.
But if, on the one hand, it is not
necessary that we should know fully
all the particulars respecting the phy-
sical effects which we produce, on the
other hand it is impossible for any
one to reach the goal who is entirely
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ignorant of the roads leading thereto.
This is not so, however, if the
cause is only to exert a moral influ-
ence upon the effect. In such case,
the cause may be entirely ignorant
both of the manner in which and the
instrument by which the effect is
physically produced; for it suffices
that these things be known by him
who is the physical cause thereof.
'T hus, notwithstanding that I am to-
tally ignorant of music, I can cause
the performance of a splendid sym-
phony, provided the rpusicians whom
I employ know hO'N to execute it. ..
Lastly, the law under which the
physical cause acts is necessarilv con-
stant; i.e., whenever the physical .ac-
tion of the cause takes place with the
due conditions, the - effect follows
necessarily, and therefore constantly;
never failing and never varying an
iota.
The same stone, flung from the
same sling, with the same force, and
in the same circumstances, .will al-
ways fly with the same velocity and
curve, and in the same direction to
the sam e goa1. Such is the necessary
effect of its natural inertia.
The contrary occurs in the case of
the moral cause. As the agent that
is to execute illy will is free, and acts
according to the dictates of his own
will, it may very well be that he may
not answer my moral invitation with
perfect fidelity and promptitude. At
one time, for instance, he may fulfil
my commands, at another he may
refuse to fulfil them, or IT1ay fulfil only
a part of them: Any man who is ac-
customed to command will readily
understand this.
The above are the principal marks
or criteria which distinguish the ope-
ration of a physical cause from that
of a moral cause. If we apply them
to the case before us, we shall pre-
sently .see what is the part taken by
the will in determining the mes-
meric agent to action.
( To be continued.)
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I T 'is only in rare and exceptional,cases that we admit into the
pages of THE OWL, anything but ori-
ginalmatter. We think however
that our readers, or at any rate the
majority of them, will agree with us
that the following scholarly and bean- .
tiful translation of a very beautiful
original, may fairly claim such excep-
tional admission; especially as it has
never before been published except
in the fugitive form of a loose pam-
phlet, and that chiefly, we believe,
for circulation among the author's
friends.
It affords one instance out of many
of the irresistible charm exercised by
the beauty of ,Catholicism over those
external to the Church. In England,
more than in any other country is this
seen now-a-days; 'and our translator
is accordingly of English nationality:
-" The Rev. Herbert Kynaston,
D.D., Prebendary of 81. Paul's Cathe-
dral, High Master of St. Paul's School,
London, and formerly Student and
Tutor of Christ Church, Oxford."
But though an Anglican cleric, Dr .
. Kynaston never had the honor to be
reckoned among the "Ron1anizingh
portion of the clergy. On the C9n-
-trary, it is but a guarded and provi-
sional kind of admiration that he en-
tertains as for Catholic hymnology,
so, doubtless, for any other 'beautiful
thing which may happen .to be also
Catholic. The following extract from
his prefatory remarks to this poem
will illustrate 'what we mean r-s-
"I must confess my sympathy with those
who take extreme delight in the sacred
Latin poetry of the Middle Ages, in which
that language seems for the first time to
have put forth its full power, and in wholly
discarding imitation to have become inimit-
able itself. Theologically such composi-
tions are entirely unobjectionable; for the
finest examples, like Damiani's I-Iymn, are
as uniformly evangelical, and as purely .
scriptural, as the readers of the pious effu-
sions of Watts, or Wesley, or John New-
ton, of which we are here so perpetually
reminded, could themselves desire. They
have little in common with the Church of
Rome. They reflect none of her manifold.
corruptions; and she has done what she
could to diminish their surpassing purity
.and power.."
Let the Catholic reader only pic-
ture to himself what the saintly Car-
dinal would have said, had he been
able to realize that remarks like those
just quoted"would ever , be applied to
writings of his ; and a sufficient men..
tal antidote will be at once 'furnished
against the Protestant uirus which
oozes out just here from the .other-
wise sympathizing pen of his trans-
lator.
Notwithstanding this little bit of
venom, however, there is ~uch to be
said in the translator's behalf. 'We
can truly assett that it has never fall-
$1. Peter Damian's "Glory of Paradise:'
en to OUF lot to read any rendering of
Latin verse into English verse, which
came so nearly up to our notions of
perfection. In it may be found the
two great qualities of a good transla-
tion, literalness and adequacy; and
these are coupled with a delicate
poetic rhythm and a faultlessness as
to metre, which are good evidence of
the scholarly refinement of the writer;
and the combination of which with
the qualities ,just mentioned, is' equal.,.
Iy rare and agreeable.
It is true that, in order to achieve
all this, our translator has been under
the necessity of using towards his
native language a certain degree of
com pulsion; that he has forced it, so
to speak , to do his bidding, as a mas-
ter might force ' some sturdy but un-
willing slave. 'But anyone of the
n1any who have tried to exercise a
similar control over that compound .
and complicated melange \vhich we
call "English," and have tried in vain,
or with hut partial success, will be per-
fectly well able to realize that none
but a master's, hand could have in-
dited such a version of such an ori-
ginal. The English language, like
the English race, disdains submission
to a weakling. He who conquers it
must wield a sword of power.
We will conclude with the final
remarks of Dr. Kynaston himself,
which refer to and illustrate the origi-
nal poem.
"We are left to surmise when and for
what purpose these lines were written,
whether as a relief from the author's owu
terrible thoughts of death perpetuated in
that fearful hymn:----
"Gravi me terrore pulsas, vitee dies ultima;"
or as a consolation to his sisters Rodelinda
and Sufficia, when mourning for their hus-
bands;* or as supplemental to the benedic-
tory letter addressed to a sick friend, short-
ly expecting the hour of his soul 's depar ..
ture.] the substance of which forms now
the Commendatory Prayer used for the
Dying by the Church of Rome; or far the ,
encouragement of the Countess Blanche,
devoting herself to convent life; + or when
he was himself returning to the monastic
seclusion, from which he had been reluc-
tantly dragged to his Episcopate, and
when, leaving Hildebrand -to complete the
subdual of the world without,' he retired to
subdue it, "with more utter aversion, with
more concentred determination within him-
self. '§
The Cardinal's description of Paradise
may, perhaps, in one or two places, be
open to Daniel's objection of being "nimis
suauis :" but it will be upon the whole,
1?ronounced by all readers to be not only
grand in style, but in its matter solemnly
affecting, beautiful, and true. The unseen,
unheard, inconceivable joys can be faintly
expressed by the reproduction in one of
the three most glorious revelations of
Scripture-the Garden of Eden, the Holy
Land with its Temple, the Church of
Christ; the three most beautiful sights of
earth-rivers, cities and mountains; and
the three most precious things beneath the
earth- gold, crystal, jewels. There may
be also a slight admixture here of the Gen-
tile imagery, reminding us of the "Sedes
quietre" of Homer and Lucretius-the Hy-
perborean felicities of Pindar-s-the Ely-
sium of Virgil: but what.is this but the
;reabsorption of dispersed traditions- to the
hoIy sour ce from whenee they flowed?
Better far than the triple cord of mingled
miyhology, scholasticism, and Scripture
with whichDante seeks to lift our thoughts
to heaven. Damiani himself jlustly observes
that "there is more in the thing itself than
the mind can conceive, yet more in the
mind conceived than 'can by any language
be expressed." With this remark we nlay
well close our prefatory introduction to
such a subject, and with the aposiopesis
with which Hildebert so appropriately
breaks off his description of the Heavenly
1erusalem;-
"Feasts how bright her Saints are keeping,
Without wasting, without weeping;
Heart to heart what love entwrning,
With what stones the City shining;
Jacinth or chalcedon beit,
They shall know who live to see it.'
* Ep. viii, 14.
t Ibid. Ell' 15.
4: In Institutione Moniali, Opusc. L.
§ Dean Milman, H. L. C. 'vol. iii. pp. 103,104.
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D~ GLORIA PARADISI.
An perennis vitse fontem mens sitivit arida,
Claustra carnis preesto frangi clausa .quairit anima,
Gliscit, am bit, eluctatur exul frui patris,
Dum pressuris et rerumnis se gemit 0bnoxiam ;
, Quam amisit cum deliquit contemplatur gloriam,
Prtesens malum auget boni perditi memoriam.
Nam quis pr9mat,summce, pacisquanta sit 'ia; titia,
Ubi vivis margaritis surgunt redificia?
Auro celsa micant tecta, radiant tricfinia ;
Solis gemmis pretiosis hrec structura nectitur :
Auro mundo tanquam vitro urbis via sternitur,
Abest limus, deest fimus, lues nulla cernitur.
H yems horrens, zestas torrens illic nunquam sreviunt,
Flos purpureus rosarum ver agit perpetuum;
Candent lilia, rubescit crocus, sudat balsamum, •
Virent prata, vernant sata, rivi mellis influunt ;
Pigmentorum spirat odor, liquor et .aromatum,
Pendent poma floridorum non lapsura nemorum.
,Non alternat Luna vices, Sol vel cursus siderum,
Agnus est felicis urbis lumen inocciduum ;
Nox et tempus desunt ei, diem fert continuum,
Nam et Sancti quique velut Sol prteclarus rutilant ~
Post triumphum coronati mutuo conjubilant,
Et prostrati pugnas hostis jam securi numerant.
Omni labe defzecati, carnis bella nesciunt ;
Caro facta spiritalis, et mens, unum sentiunt ;
Pace multa perfruentes, scandala non perferunt ;
Mutabilibus exuti repetunt origin em,
Et prresentem veritatis contemplantur speciem.; :
Hinc vitalern vivi fontis hauriunt dulcedinem.
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THE GLORY OF' PARADISE.'
For the fount of living waterspanting, li'ke the . 'weary hart,
Prison'd beats my soul its .barriers;:madly striving to depart, . .
Walks about, and-frets, and struggles homes forsaken to regain,
Drags at each remove untravell'd, pilgrim still, a lengthen'd chain :
Pines the blessing by transgressing lost to earth, in dreary mood,
Bitter makes a present sorrow thinking of departed good.
Who can count the ' rays of glory: jewell'd ori the Priestly vest, '
Where, with living pearls uplifted, soar the mansions of the blest?
Roofs all gold, and golden couches for the saintly presence meet,
Gold like 'crystal :seas pellucid, shining pathways for their feet;
Only gems the star-like fabric "fitly join'd together" .hold,
Nought that staineth now remain'eth"in the unpolluted fold."
Winters horrid, summers' torrid, vex no more the stilly clime,
But the purple .bloom of roses 'sheds an everlasting prime;
Pales the lily, "glows the crocus, balms their drowsy sweets distil"
Smile the meadows, sing the corn-fields, honied dew-drops swell the rill ;
Odorous clouds of fragrant incense spice the aromatic breeze,
Autum's fruits, and spring's first promise, bend the ever-blossorri'd trees.
Pale-sick moons no more are waning, stars bespangle not the night,
God is now that City's sunshinejand the' Lamb its"living light;
Eve and morn divide no longer, noons dispense a deepening ray,
For each Saint is now 'in -glory, shining to the perfect day:
Crown'd they shout their Jubilates, joyous now the fight is done,
Safely, now the foe is prostrate, boast them ~ow the field wa~ w<?n.
Purified of inwrought leaven, warring sin they know no more,
Spirit now is flesh, and spirit what was only flesh before;
Peace, intensest peace, enjoying, stumbling ways no more to scan,
Changed from every shift of changing, mount they 'where their life began;
Present, not through glasses darkly, see the Glory, face to face,
Lift their pitchers to the fountain 'welling with eternal grace. .
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lnde statum semper idem exeuntes capiunt,
Clari, vividi, jocundi nullis patent casibus .~
Absunt morbi semper sanis, senectus juvenibus ~
Hine perenne tenent esse, nam transire transiit ;
Inde vigent, virent, florent, corruptela corruit ;
Immortalitatis vigor mortis jus absorbuit..
QUI scientem cuncta sciunt, qui nescire nequeunt,-
Nam et pectoris arcana penetrant alterutrum,-
Unum volunt, unum nolunt, unitas est mentium ;.
Licet cuique sit diversum pro labore -prremium,
Charitas hoc suum facit quod amat in altero ;
Proprium sie singulorum commune fit omnium..
Ubi corpus, illic jure congregantur aquilre,
Quo cum Angelis et Sanctee recreantur animre ;
Uno pane vivunt cives utriusque patrize.
Avidi et semper pleni, quod habent desiderant ;
Non satietas fastidit, neque fames cruciat,
Inhiantes semper edunt,. et edentes inhiant.
Novas semper harmonias vox meloda concepat,
Et in jubilum prolata mulcent aures organa;
Digna per quem sunt victores, Regi dant preeconia,
. Felix cceli quze prtesentem Regem cern it anima,
Et sub sede spectat alta, orbis volvi machinam,
Solem, Lunam, et globosa cum planetis sidera ..
Christe, palma bellatorum, hoc in municipium
Introduc me post solutum militare cingulum;
. Fac consortem donativi beatorum civium ;
Preebe vires inexhausto laboranti prcelio ;
Ut quietem post procinctum debeas emerito,
Teque merear potiri sine fine preemie. Amen..
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Bathed anew in heavenly lavers, hence they keep their first estate..
Vivid, jocund, brightly sitting 0 er the water-floods of fate.
Sickness 'comes not to the healthy, lovely youth fears no decay,
Hence they grasp eternal essence,- for to pass hath passed away;
Thus, decay itself declining, in celestial vigour rife,
Mortal with immortal blending, death they swallow up in life.
Knowing him who knoweth all things; what to them shall not he known?
Heart to heart unbars its secrets lock'd within the fleshly zone,
One thing choosing, one refusing, one way all their currents fall;
Divers though the crowns of glory meted at the Judgment Throne, .
What she loves in other's brightness, charity hath made her own,
So the gifts of one excelling are the common joy of all .
Where the body, there the eagles thick their broad-wing'd pinions thrust,
Serried throngs of Angels mingle with the Spirits of the Just;
Banquet on one Heavenly Manna Citizens of either State,
Ever fill'd, and ever longing, satisfied, insatiate;
Filling hath for them no fulness, hungring still they know no pain,
Part their holy lips for feasting, feast and part them yet again.
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Heavenly strains melodious voices echo each to other's notes:
With the pent-up roar of organs, swelling in a thousand throats;
Now they chant the Song of Moses, now the Lamb is all their praise,-
"God, Thy works how great, how wondrous, King of Saints, how just Thy -
ways!"
Happy while they see the Glory, yet beneath the Throne sublime
Watch the sun and planets whirling earthward on the grooves of time,
Only might of them that conquer, only blessing of the blest,
Girt no more for battle, lead me, Jesu, to Thy City's rest!
l\Iake me sharer of Thy bounty with those Heavenly legions bright;
Lend me strength or e'er I perish in this never-ending fight;
Finish now my course with gladness, loose the helmet from my brow:
All things to Thyself subduing, Saviour, let 'm e win Thee now ! Amen,
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AN OWL'S FLIGHT' TO Mlr~LS SEMINARY.
(W. T. GRAY, Mental Philosophy.j
. [Nov'
ESCAPI NG with ~ few friendsfrom the busy hum of the -
crowded city, we are wafted swiftly
and easily across the bay to East
Oakland. The transition is dellght-
ful, from the clamor of the one
. place to the peace and quiet of the
other. Having but just left hehind
us the cobble-stone pavements and
dirty sidewalks of San. Francisco, we
tread with pleasure the smoothly gra-
ded streets, and admire the clean and
elegant appearance of the town be-
yond the water.
The road from East Oakland to
the Seminary is equally agreeable. It
is broad, level and smooth, and is
lined on either side by private resi-
dences, whose well kept grounds and
beautiful ,shade trees render our jour-
ney at once refreshing and delightful,
A drive of about three -m iles brings
us to the Seminary, which lies nest-
ling in a small 'valley, surrounded on
three sides by ' hills, which.afford am-
ple protection 'from the boisterous
ocean winds,
The buildings are placed on a
small mound which slopes gently to-
wards the bay in front, and on either
side towards the branches of a small
stream, which forms 'the boundaries of
the enclosure in both directions. The '
main edifice is ,a large three-story
mansion surmounted by a tower,
from which .one gets a fine view of
the surrounding country.
In front of the mansion lie . as
smoothly shaven 'green lawn, diversi-
fied here and there. by gracefully
winding paths, and dotted with sun-
dry pieces of statuary. Beyond this
lawn is a small garden, extending to
the junction of the two brooks which
is covered with small shade trees, and
contains croquet grounds and arbors.'
The main flower garden lies at the '
right of the house; but this, unfortu-
nately was not in its glory at the time
of our visit} on account of the scarci-
ty of water. Nevertheless it seemed
tastefully arranged and skilfully ten-'
ded.
The entrance for visitors is in the
the left ,wing of the building; and
hither our coach was driven. At the '
door we were received by one of the
young ladies who ushered us into a
neat parlor, and departed, saying that
she would inform 1V1rs, Mills of our
arrival. During her absence we had
an opportunity ' of observing more
closely the appearance of the parlor
in which we sate; and almost the first
thing which met our gaze was an owl,
which was sitting gravely upon one
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of the ornarn ents, and gazing at us
with fixed attention.
"Surely," thought this present Ozul,
"\ve cannot but feel at home when
one of our own race is here to receive
us1"
This Mern ber of our Association,
Mrs. Mills informed the writer had
been captured soon after the voung
, ladies' visit to Santa Clara College,
last Session; and had been preserved
in remembrance of what she was
good enough to call "their pleasant
time" here.
Mrs. Mills welcomed us very cor-
dially, and after a l.rief conversation
ana matter of business, with a view
to which some of our party had come,
sent for one of the teachers, whom
she requested to show us over the
institution.:
The first room we entered was the
Reading Room or Library. This
Library, which is still comparatively
in its infancy, com prises, we should
think, about six hundred or seven
hundred volumes, among which how-
ever we noticed some choice and
useful works. The room was nicely
furnished with carpets, pictures, ta-
bles, etc., and the stock of periodicals
was both large and select. Hence
we proceeded along the hall, visiting
recitation rooms principally, until we
came to the piano-room, which con-
tained the pictures of the various
Classes that had graduated from the
institution. The First Class consisted
of but one young lady, and her pic-
ture consequently hangs by itself, in
. single blessedness. May its fair ori-
ginal, ill eet with a happier fate !
From this room we stepped across
a narrow passage to "Seminary Hall."
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This Hall consists of three rooms, so
arranged with folding doors that on
special occasions they may all be
thrown into one. On ordinary days,
however, these three rooms are used
separately for Recreation, Lecture,
and Class Rooms.
Our conductress next led us up a
flight of stairs to the second story,
This is devoted chiefly to the young
ladies' and teachers' rooms. We were
permitted to look into some of them,
which we "found very neatly furnished
and very well kept; the occupant of
pact room taking care of her own
apartment,
We next ascended to the 1;ower,
from which we had an "excellent view
of the surrou!1ding country. Our
conductress .infonn ed us that on a
clear day one might even distinguish
San Mateo, across the bay. The
view in the direction of San Francisco
was obstructed by the surrounding
hills: such portion of the country,
however, as could be seen was very
pretty, and even picturesque. After
this we went down to the lower
floor, and proceeded to the rear of the
house, to see the Dining Room.
This was a large airy apartm ent.
nicely furnished, and kept scrupu-
lously ·clean. Tables capable of seat-
ing twelve or fourteen each were
arranged about the room.
Near the Dining Room is the
Telegraphy Room. This has a dou-
ble utility: for at the same time that
it affords every accommodation for
teaching the telegraphic art, it places
the institntion in direct communica-
tion with San Francisco, and conse-
quently with the whole country.
Hence we proceeded to a building
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situated to the left and in the rear of
the mansion, and called "the Art
Building." The lower story is used
for class rooms for the Preparatory
Department; the upper for the fine
arts, painting, drawing, etc. The
rea~ portion is used for a Gymnasium
or Exercise Room. Here the girls
have a piano. and a smooth floor
'whereon they can amuse themselves
\vith· dancing and other healthful
exercise,
Returning, we passed through the
Apothecary's Shop, and so back to
the parlor, wherein we were scarcely
seated before Mrs. Mills came in,
and informing us that the young
ladies were about to begin their regu-
lar weekly exercises, consisting of
recitations, and reading of essays, in
the Hall, asked us if we would like
to hear them, Favorably impressed
as we were with the outward appear-
ance of the school, we were glad of
this opportunity of hearing some of
the literary productions of the pupils:
and therefore gladly accepted the
invitation.
Nor were we disappointed. The
exercises were indeed very pleasing.
The younger girls' compositions were
not only well written for children of
their age, but were clearly and care-
fully read; and those of the older
pupils were proportionately good.
One young lady read a very excellent
essay on the ., Life and Writings of
John Milton," which evinced at once
/ her deep insight into the merits of
that prince of poets, and her com-
mand of. the English language. . This
essay was the more deserving of cre-
dit, inasmuch as it had not (as Mrs.
Mills afterwards informed us) under-
gone any correction on the part of
the teachers.
There were also recitations· in
French and German. The French,
if we may venture, with our limited
knowledge of the language, to pass
an opinion, was spoken with a good
accent, and certainly with quite a
foreign air. Of the German .we were
wholly unable to judge. The Semi-
nary, however, must certainly be a
good ' place in which to learn these . .
languages; for, besides having foreign ·
teachers, the girls are required to
converse ·in French and German dur-
ing at least one meal 'every day.
Other essays were read and spoken,
\vhich were very good in the main,
many of them i~deed deserving great
credit.
At the close of the exercises we
again retired to the parlor, and our
coach soon re-appeared to take us
away.
Glancing back from the coach win-
dow as we drove off, we could .nor
help thinking how pleasant and com- I
fortable . everything had looked.
Nestling in its nook amid the hills,
sheltered by them from the keen sea
winds that whistle through the Gol-
den Gate, remote from the noise and
distractions of the city, with not even
a town or village near enough to dis-
turb its peace, how perfect a. home
for study must this be?
Only one thing troubles us in con-
nection with it. Perhaps that may
not have been the fault of The Semi-
nary. Perhaps it may not have
been the "imposing presence" of
The Young Ladies, that overawed
us. Perhaps it may not have
been attributable to our own bash-
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fulness. But to some or one of
these causes it certainly must be at-
tributable that we kept our OWlship a
profound secret all the time. Like
Peter the Great, or Haroun Al Ras-
chid, we travelled £ncognito. For
this error of judgment, as it is assert-
ed to be, the "ungainly fowls" who
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constitute the balance of the ..Owl
Board, fell foul of us, bill and claw,
with such vim that \ve were forced to
regard the affair as even a more
serious foul (though-owls being se··
rious fowls anyway-we·shall manage
to survive it) than that between Yale
and Harvard.
THE SECRETS OF THE SEA.
BERNARDO YORBA,} , (1st Rhetoric.]
JOSE MACHADO, _
T H E RE is grandeur, there ismagnificence in the world of
waters. The sound of the sea issub-
lime, its calmness beautiful, its wrath
terrible-because of its strength, .
Who can contemplate, without a
feeling of reverential awe, the irn-
mense power whlch is hidden beneath
that vast expanse of water that seems
to have no bounds-i-to be, in short, as
the poet styles it,
"The symbol of a drear immensity 1"
When we view a lake, we behold
its waters calm and motionless, but
those of the ocean are far otherwise;
for by the wonderful and providential
laws which govern them, they are for-
ced to make innumerable oscillations,
and sometimes to rise greatly above
their usual level, forming enormous
surges that appear to the mariner like
mountains.
In the bed of the ocean 'there is the
same inequality of surface as on dry
land. There are heights and depths,
valleys and plains, dark recesses and
caverns, and among them grow
trees and weeds of every description.
The islands upon which sailors so
often land, are nothing but the sum-
mits of mountains whose bases are
hidden by the water. , Whilst on the
surface of the ocean nothing is notice-
able but the motion of the .waves,
beneath there is a continual succes-
sion of revolutions caused by the
rapid currents which extend from
pole to pole, There are .?-lso ebulli-
s> tions and extraordinary agitations of
the water, caused by those terrible
submarine volcanoes, which from
their irnmersed craters send fire and
lava into the- bosom of the sea. Into
their fearful depths no living creature
dares venture. Even the fish fear to
. plunge into those foaming 'waters,
which seem to attrract all floating
things merely in order to submerge
them in the cavernous depths below.
Thousands and tens of thousands
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of inhabitants people this vast watery
abode; some provided with a '"cover-
ing of thin scales, and capable of
ranging from region to region at will;
others, encumbered 'with a heavy
shell, which move tardily from one
rock to another; others, whose large
fan-like fins enable them to fly from
the water into the air, in order to es-
cape their enemies. And there are.
some to which the power of locomo-
tion has been refused, which are born
upon a rock and there live and die,
attached to it a? firmly as though they
were part and parcel of its stony sub-
stance.
But these and such as these are
not all the "secrets of the ocean." Is
not the sea the tomb of many a man,
and the keeper of his secrets?
How many hapless and despairing
wretches have been buried beneath
beneath its merciless waves, before
.succour could reach them! How
many millions of dollars are now
lying idle in its bosom! How mag-
nificent are the pearls, how brilliant
the diamonds, how countless the pre-
cious stones of all kinds which deck
its mysterious caverns !
Who knows, indeed, what trea-
sures may not be hidden in those im-
penetrable depths? Who can say
what unsolved mysteries, concealed
as yet beneath that watery veil, may
be awaiting the moment when some
fortunate adventurer of the future
shall lay them bare? If, .ages after
our death, we were to be hold once
more the light of day,\ve should
surely find that many such mysteries
. had been disclosed.
The sea is richer than all the world
besides. It is the great reservoir, the
store-house as it were, wherein are to
be found riches so abundant that all
the coffers of the world would be in-
sufficient to contain them.
Perhaps, gentle reader, you may
have read in oriental lore, of the
tremendous earthquake which (if le-
gends tell the truth) took place a long
long time ago.
It shook not one country only, but
the whole world; and that with such
violence that in one moment a gigan-.
tic fissure was made in the bottom of
the sea,; a fissure so large that it .
swallowed up all the water of the
ocean.
Imagine, now, the entire bed of
the sea, dried up. Place, for a while,
that trackless expanse of valleys, hills
and mountains before your affrighted
gaze . Picture to yourself the im-
mense stores of wealth which were
suddenly thrown within the reach of
everyone. Truly might that period
have been called the golden agel
The people from all parts of the
world flocked to the sea, to get rich.
Eagerly did they rush to gather up
those tempting heaps of gold, and
precious stones and metals.
For some time, however, they
could do nothing. Thousands of
fishes and sea ·animals of wondrous
size and shape had been left stranded
by the sudden withdrawal of the
water, and they were already becom-
ing decomposed. Soon the whole
atmosphere was filled with a horrible
taint. Mi llions of people who had
crowded to the sea in search of the
secrets so long concealed in its
bosom, fell victims to the deadly pes-
tilence which followed; but millions
more, reckless of all danger, ' and
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madly athirst for gold, poured down
to take their places.
The sea-bed was not wholly dry.
Majestic rivers still remained, flow-
ing into the central fissure, towards
which men rushed from time to time
to slake their thirst.
As for riches, the people could not
carry away with them the half of
what they found. In . every little
brook gold was so abundant, that
now and again the course of the
stream was checked by it. Diamonds,
and pearls, and rubies were found on
every rock.*
The fragments of all the vessels
that had been wrecked since the be-
ginning of navigation, could be seen. -
The skulls of millions of people were
scattered around. Innumerable cav-
erns were seen, filled wIth riches
neither heard nor thought of before.
Volcanoes towered on high, that
might rival Vesuvius, or Cotopaxi in
grandeur. The people of the world
were astounded, to have before them
so many wonders.
The voyages of Colum bus are not
to be compared to this event either
in intrinsic importance or in their
attraction for mankind; and such
being the case, it is but natural to
expect that its subsequent influence
on history should have exceeded that
of the discovery of the .New W orld.
We therefore hasten to anticipate the
objection that, as a matter of fact, such
is not the case, and that consequently
* We fancy that the oriental tradition
overstates things a little, just 'here.- f ED]
our legend must be false. Kind
reader, we beg you to jump to no
such hasty conclusion. Recollect
that there is a "sea" noui; and that
the only way in which so vast a body
of water can have re-appeared on the
earth's surface after having once been
engulfed within its bosom, is the way
of the Deluge. This of course throws
back the events narrated in our le-
gend to a period antecedent to that
event, but it casts no manner of doubt
upon the legend itself.
The East is, as we all know, the
most ancient home of man; and,
why should it not be the fact that in
that pri rna-val region a tradition
was handed down through the fami-
ly of Noe, of \v hich the races
which migrated westward lost all
remembrance? Certainly Noe and
his sons must have retained in their
minds .very many and very important
traditions of the world as they knew
it before the Flood; and as certainly
those traditions have all or nearly all
been lost to us. But why may not
this one have survived, among the
Eastern Magi for instance, and their
descendants? Why may not the ,
mystic seers of Chaldea have preser-
ved it and handed it down! "Un-
doubtedly," you will reply, "they may
have so acted!" But in admitting
thus much, you admit, gentle reader,
the possz"bz"lz& that our legend may be
based on fact. And that is all we
ask you to admit. We bid you, then,
farewell; and we retreat within our
secret abysses, like the Antediluvian
Sea.
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JUNIOR DEPARTMENT.
A VISIT TO SAl'URN.
(J0H!\ M. MURPHY, 4th English.j
I AM one of those persons who arenever satisfied with what they
see or hear, but always want to know
still more. After having ,visited Eu-
rope, Asia, Africa and ...America, I
was not satisfied yet.
One evening, after I had eaten nlY
supper, and was -thinking whither I
could travel in quest of adventure, a
thought struck me. . Nothing could
be more novel or amusing than a
visit to Saturn.
But several difficulties presented
themselves which had to be overcome
before I could begin such a journey.
I needed a suitable conveyance, a
store of provisions, a few congenial
spirits with whom to share nlY plea-
sures and perils. I therefore disclosed
my intentions to one or two select
companions, who proved the justice
of my choice' by the eagerness with
which they entered into the project.
The expedition consisted of Dinklage
Kearney and myself; and since we
were (in our own opinion) as good a
representation of the people of this
~vorld as could be selected, we felt
confident of making a favorable im-
pression on the inhabitants of ano-
ther;-in short, of "astonishing the
natives."
We at once, therefore, resolved
ourselves into a formal meeting, and
appointed Dinklage as a Committee
of Ways and Means; an houor of
which be proved himself eminently
worthy; for, fifteen minutes later, he
had chartered a second-hand balloon 1
The next thing was 'to procure 'a
driver for our aerial vehicle. Kearney
offered to undertake this duty, but
Dinklage declared that he was too
delicate and nervous to trust himself
under Kearney's guidance; and as he
was the senior member of the com-
pany we uaturally looked up to him
for 'protection ; that is, if we should
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ever have to get behind anyone. \'1e
consequently deferred to his opinion,
and allowed hi m to make his own
nomination to this important office.
Whereupon he straightway nominat-
ed hz'mse!f.
Next we laid in our stock of provi-
sions, not forgetting tobacco for Dink-
lage. ' And finally we hired Harvey,
to do little chores for us, and help
Dinklage with his toilet.
We started on the Fourth of July;
but we were so deeply engrossed in
our preparations that we were not
aware of its being that memorable
day; and as we started from Milpitas,
in which city--marked out though it .
be by manifest dertiny, as the future
capital of the United States-the cele-
brations were not very extensive, we
were not in any ","ay reminded of the
fact. We heard one or two reports,
however, and felt ourselves highly
complimented ; since we all thought
the guns were being fired in honor of
our ascension.
When we had fairly started and
had risen a mile or so, Harvey began ,
to cry; whereupon Dinklage, taking
pity on"hi.n , drew him to his manly
breast and strove to soothe his fears,
which he finally succeeded in doing.
We had put on plenty of gas. and
were delighted to see our balloon
ascend very rapidly. Having arrived
at such a height that we could no
longer discern San Jose, we began to
realize that our position was critica1
in the extreme; and that it would
require .very skilful management ' to
ensure our safety.
At last we got so high, and the air
was so light and thin, that we were
obliged to have recourse to the ma-
chine' which we had brought with us '
for producing fresh air. We also suf-
fered very much for a long time from
the cold.
At length, however, ' a sudden
change was remarked by all; the air
became heavier, and the climate
warmer and warmer every day; until
at last we all agreed that we must be
getting near Saturn, which proved to
be actually the case.
When we got so ' close as to see
with distinctness the cities and towns
on the great planet, all were im pa-
tient to alight; but on approaching
yet nearer, the light so dazzled our
eyes that we were for a short time
almost blinded. By looking at it
often, however, we became used to it.
We naturally wanted to land at
SOUle important place; and in trying
to do so we had to perform several
circles of the planet. At last, ascend-
ing several thousand feet above the
place selected, and then directing
Harvey to open the valve, 'we descen-
ded like a flash, to the utter astonish-
ment of the natives, who could not
imagine what we \"ere, nor whence
we came.
These people were very small, not
more than one foot high; and there-
fore when we landed among them in
this sudden way, they were complete-
ly dumbfounded. Before long, how-
ever, they sa\v that we meant them
no harm, and instead of showing fear,
as at first, strove to help us anchor
our balloon.
When we were ready to start around ,
to see the city, nU.lnbel's of these peo-
ple offered themselves to us as guides;
and since it did not. seem safe to
travel without them, Dinklage sug- ,
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gested that \ve should put several of
them on the rims of our hats. For
this elevated position we selected the
boys, who ·were not more than six
.inches in height.
We travelled around all day with
them, and saw various wonderful and
.curious sights; butwhen night came
'we were surprised to find that \v~
.should be compelled to return to our
.balloon to sleep, for not even the
palace of the King, which was by far
-the largest of their buildings, exceed-
.ed four feet in height by three in
.length ; and surely this could not ac-
"comm odate giants like us. We went
.straight to the balloon, therefore, and
fixed our beds. Dinklage and Kear-
~ney had brought three . men apiece
with them; and when they had retir-
ed, these little fellows amused them-
selves by trying to lift Dinklage's boot.
I was so much amused by the comi-
cal energy with which they had taken
this important matter in hand,
and the desperate resolution which
they manifested tn its accomplish-
ment, that drowsy as I felt, I deter-
mined not to go to ' sleep until I had
witnessed the conclusion of the affair,
and ascertained whether they were
actuated by any deeper motive than
mere amusement. But we are not
always masters of our own actions.
The wearied body will sometimes
assert its superiority 'over t~e untiring
mind; and after so long and so ex-
citing a voyage, it was no great won-
der that, despite my resolutions to
the contrary, I fell all at once into a
deep and drearnless sleep.
(To be contz'nued.)
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EDIT.OltIAL DEPARTMENT.
Exchange Critiques.
lOS
W E cannot but fee~ encouraged by the friendly compliments which con-tinue to meet our editorial eyes in the pages of so many of our Ex-
changes; and we will begin by thanking very cordially all those who have so
encouraged us. If we do not reproduce their remarks in this place, it is not
because we do not appreciate them: but because we would rather strive to de-
serve snch commendations in the future than parade them in glorification
.of the past. , .
There is one among them, however, which we cannot suffer to pass with-
out special mention. So much friendly, nay brotherly appreciation is shown
towards us by the Index Ni'agarensls, in its issue of October I, that we should
,be ungrateful indeed, were we not to acknowledge the high gratification which
. its critique ofthat date has .afforded us.
In a few cases 'we have found critics whose praise has been tempered with
disapproval, or with hints for our future improvement-always, however, cour-
teously conveyed. To these also we are thankful; for no one knows better
-than THE OWL itself that it is far from ··perfect; and there can be no better
judge of its merits or defects-at least from a student's stand-paint-than the
editors of other college papers. There has been' but one exception to the
courtesy of our College . Exchanges; and that one we chose, and choose, 'to
ignore.
THE CornellReuieu», whose acquaintance we are glad to make, sends us the
first number of its second volume ; and promises to present itself monthly
instead of quarterly for the future. We like both its appearance and its con-
tents; though we feel at a .loss to know why it should be called a "Review,"
when it is just as .m uch a maeazine as THE OWL itself, and indeed begins its
prospectus with the' very \vords,-"This Magazine." Not that we wish it to '
. become a Revie\v. We cannot think that students in statu puptilari would be
"the right men in the right pl ace" were they to undertake the onerous duty of
Reviewers, Far wiser are the pleasant writers in the soi-disant , ~ ' Cornell Re-
view," to give us such original articles as the poem entitled "A Legend of
the Lehigh Valley," or such translations as "Asmund Thyrsklingurson."
The "Crumbs for Freshmen" that fall from the Edt/or's Table of the Cor-
nell, are highly palatable; .which is attributable, 'we suppose, to the sauce .pi-
quante with which they -are flavored.
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THE Lafa;yette Monthly for September, (we have not yet received the October
number) contains a College Song which we cannot regard as a success. We '
are well aware of the difficulty of hitting off any College Song which shall be
really successful. Still, it would not be difficult, one would think, to produce
something nearer the mark than this:-(we give the last verse only, but it is
just as good as the others)-
"That's where everything is goinK;,.
All the boats and locomotives;
Sun, moon, stars, all take a shine
To Lafayette, gay old Lafayette,
Dear old Lafayette;
That's a place that can't be beat, [sic]
That's where all good fellows meet."
THE Hamilton Literary Monthly makes the following moan s--v'The annual ,
thieves have again made their presence manifest, Books, students' lamps,
and various articles of portable property are missing. ' One man complains
that some one even had the cheek to steal ,hzs stone:" . We are reminded of
the bravo in "Gil BIas," who when :Gil B. . said the treasure-chest was too
heavy for him to carry away,replied, "Know, friend, that if it containedano-
ther man's property, I could carry the ark." Reall y the thie ves around Clin-
ton, N. Y.~ must be a fine muscular set of fellow's, '
1\ NOMINALLY new exchange, the College ' Transcript, puzzled us ' at first.
We have -received its second number only; not its first, which may presum-
ably have contained some infor~lation respecting it But it , is so strikingly
like the Western Colleg ian that if it be not the Collegz'an itself; re-christened,
it must certainly be its twin-brother: and if so, \ve have met with our first case
ofJ'ournaltstzc tunns. The father and mother of this interesting pair of chil-
dren are the Ohio Wesleyan University and the Ohio Wesleyan Female Col-
lege. Long life and continued fertility to the young couple, say we ; and may
they never be divorced!
THE Californz'a Agrz'culturz'st, of San Jose; strikes us as a very well managed
and ~seful paper. It calls itself a "Live Stock ' journal;" but we think that i
its enemy the devil were to run ~way with the "Stock" some dark nigh~, 'and
leave nothing but "Live Journal" behind, the title would still be ,applicable
The Agrz'cul(urzst always contains much pleasant miscellaneous reading, in
addition to its agricultural matter,
In its last numher we notice an article "from Harper's JJ£agazz'ne (duly cre-
dited; so the Agrz'culturzst is not answerable for its errors) entitled "Land
Monopoly in England," which reminds us of .Cuvier's answer to some French
Lexicographers who came to ask him whether the following definition of the
word "crab," which they had prepared for their forthcoming dictionary, was
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correct. " We mean to define it briefly," said the dictionary men, "as a red
fis!}. that walks backwards." "Gentlemen," exclaimed the great naturalist,
"ypur definition is admirable, except in three particulars: a crab is not red,
it is not a fish, and it does not walk backwards." Now for the application.
"The English County. of East Sussex," say the Messrs Harper, "embracing more
than eighty square miles, is almott exclusively the property of the Duke of
Richland, and the Baron of Leconfield." "Gentlemen," exclaims THE OWL,
" th~ . accuracy of your statement is admirable, except in three particulars:
there is no such county .in England as East Sussex, there is no such Duke as
th~:jJuke ofRz'chland, and no English nobleman is ever styled' the Baron of'
anything." . .,
The various articles in which the Agr£culturzst points out the enormous
evil of horse-racing and fairs, as now carried on, are very forcibly written, and
contain so much,valuable truth of-the -precise kind just now needed, that we
think the gratitude and support of the community are due to the gentleman
who conducts the paper, and who, if we may. judge from the following extract,
has to ·make 'rather an up-hill fight of it:~
"Agricultural'Societies generally spend considerable money every season in
advertising, and they will give it to those papers that will pander to their
abuses every time. Let any paper stand upon a sense of right in dealing with
horse-racing, etc., and they will give it a wide berth. There is a premium
offered to journals to favor evils of many kinds. A journal honestly conduct-
ed has the devil to fight, and must furnish its own fire to do it with."
Is it too much to expect that the decent Christian people of San Jose .and
Santa Clara will take sides with the Agriculturis: against the devil?
THE Magenta looks better externally, this session, from having adopted a
different style of type for its title. Internally, 'if not better than before, which
could hardly be expected, ·is at least as good. We must say that there is
something about , the tone of the two Harvard papers [by-the-bye, why has
the Advocate dropped our acquaintance?] which impresses outsiders very .
favorably with regard to that celebrated college. We ·do not refer to their
literary excellence, though in that 'respect also they stand high. But it is .
certainly a striking fact that they never seem to forget-even under the
most trying circumstances-that they represent a community of gentlemen.
The text upon which we are making these comments is to be found in the
Magenta of Oct 2, wherein is contained an account of the Saratoga Boat Race
which fully justifies the opinion expressed by us in our September number,
that the Harvard men could not have acted towards Yale in the disgraceful
manner supposed.
We have ,not seen the Yale papers since the Race; except the "Lit," which
may always' be relied on for .moderation. We hope, however, that their
remarks on this unlucky difficulty may have been such as to lead to a renewal
of the good feeling which should always exist between the two great colleges,
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This same "Lit," by-the-bye, speaks with a somewhat doubtful kind of gra-
titude of THE OWL'S having termed it "our respected contemporary." What
shall we say or do, to please the "Lit?" Weare scarcely prepared to withdraw
the epithet, for we/really do entertain a considerable degree of respect both
for itself and for the college whence it emanates. We shall try however t~
showit less reverence for the future: and, to begin with, we may observe that
we think much less of its poetry than its prose. In the October num ber there
. is a poem of very small merit, both as to matter and as to metre, the 'i,vo first
words of which are, "Way down." The expression would be a vulgarism, even
in prose, bu~ is particularly out of place as the opening phrase of a tragic
poem.
OWLS are generally regarded as wise- birds, and prudent and unobtrusive
,withal. They keep to their own belfries, or their own old college towers,
and are not apt to intrude .upon others of , their race, or poach upon their
neighbors' hunting-grounds. Judge therefore; gentle reader, of ,our sedate
surprise, when an intruder claiming 'to be of our own__ race, presented himself
the ,other evening in our 'sanctum, coolly intimating his intention to assume
our name and undertake our work, without leave or license either sought or
granted. He actually calls himself, "The Owl, a Literary Monthly! "
We mus~ say that we object to this. It is true that when the two "Owls"
come to be examined, they will be found extremely unlike. The intruder,
who hails from Chicago, is just as ,different from "the genuine and only Jarley"
as dark is from light, or chalk from cheese. But that .only affords an addi-
tional reason why he should not usurp our name. The Chicago Owl, in short,
J "hot to put too fine a point upon it," is just an advertising sheet; neither
more nor less, issued by W. B. Keen, Cooke & Co., 'Booksellers, Chicago, in
order to bring into notice those books-and those only-which said firm has
on sale. The object in view is perfectly legitimate; but we take leave to sug,
gest to our new uamesake that he re-christen himself. "Tennyson invariably
forgets our name," says he; "and the only one he can think of for us is
Augur. Singular! .Once he guessed G£mlet. Strange!" Not at all strange,
in our opinion. Indeed if we had to think of a name for this intruder our-
selves, we should in~vitably follow the same ,train of ideas. Augur is good;
especialty if it be spelt Auger/ Gimle:even better. But, to our mind" there is
nothing so applicable as Bore. We make Messrs. Keen, Cooke ,& Co., a
present of the suggestion) .promising that we will ' never' interfere with their '
right and title thereunto.
THE College Herald comments in a manner which we must acknowledge
is extremely natural, on some new college regulations which were referred to
in our "Idle Notes" for September last. Restrictions on letter-writing, 'and
,on the freedom of egress and ingress, must no doubt seem to OUf Eastern
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friends to deserve the name of "iron-clad restrictions." .But the Herald will
please bear in mind that we are not all "young men" in this college, but that
our students consist to 'a great extent of boys, for whom, as all will allow, such
regulations may be necessary. We ourselves can testify to the immense
amount of valuable time which the little fellows used to consume in writing
unnecessary 1etters,
THE Central Collegian is received and welcomed. It begins the session
with the Octob.er number, under new editorship, and .seems to promise well.
THE ever welcome Mils QuarterlY is again on our table. and besides more
than one serious article of merit, contains a capital comic sketch entitled "A '
Diary," the 'authoress of which evidently posssesses a good share of that hu-
mour which we so often desiderate in vain for the pages of THE OWL.
The Proposed » Nation!J;l Uni'versity."
WE have received a pamphlet written by J. W. Hoyt, Esq., in which he
stronglyadvocates the establishment by the Government of the Country of an
"unsectarian" university which shall. be supported by national funds. 'H is
pamphlet is intended for an answer to one 0 '1 the opposite side of the ques-
tion by President Eliot, of Harward, .of the strength of whose arguments we
cannot fairly judge from mere quotations. The case against such an institu,
tion is however so strong, that in the hands of a man like President Eliot, it
can.scarcely fail to be stated irrefutably. Dr. McCosh, of Princeton, another
high authority on such a matter, takes, we understand, the same side. We
are sincerely glad to see such men as these oppose a design which all Catho
lies must regard as fraught with mischief. Neither of them, from such a stand-
point as theirs, can see the full evil of the thing; but their arguments are pro-
bably forcible as far as they go, and a Catholic writer could supplement them
by others still stronger. As for Mr. Hoyt he puts himself altogether 'out of
court by the very breadth of the case ' for which he contends. It cannot be
the 'duty of any Government to do so much as he urges, without its being also
a duty on the part of such Government to do a great deal more. The intel-
lectual part of man must always be secondary in importance to the moral
part; nor can it, as Mr. Hoyt supposes, be ' dissociated therefrom. .A.nd ·
therefore the Government whose duty it is to educate the mind, must d for-
tiori be under the obligation of educating the heart; in other words, of teach-
ing (through theproper inslrumentalzly, of course) morals and religion. Both
or .neither, Mr. Hoyt. There is your dilemma.
in ornamental letters on a highly ornamental scroll; after which follow the
words
FOR GIRLS.
THIS heading will doubtless astonish a few of our readers. It astonishes us
too; for we have never heard of such an 'institution before', and are somewhat
. inclined to doubt the evidence of our senses even now. However the Circu-
lar of the School in question has fallen into our hands; and a very pretty one
it is. It has an ornamental red border all round its pages, and bears the legend
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A" Jesuit School for Girls.
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Knowing that it is not the custom of the Jesuit Fathers to keep girls'
schools, we shall be somewhat surprised if we find that they have made an
exception in this case; but beyond all manner of doubt there stands the
Jesuit motto before our eyes, up0l]- the title-page of this circular; and with the
cross in the midst of it, too, in true Jesuit style; thus-
An l\1:AJOREM DEI GLORIAM.
A very good motto. A motto we revere and love. But a motto, surely,
which implies as a matter of course that any institution which adopts it either
is or. desires to be under the rule of the Society of Jesus. On further consi-
deration we believe the latter must be the case with the institution in question.
It is not, we must suppose; actually connected with the Society at this mo-
ment; for there is the name, down at the bottom of the page, of one "Wm.
Ingraham Kip, ' who is described as the Bishop of a State, (California) not of
a czry; and this of itself looks suspicious, because no true bishop is ever so
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described. It would certainly be "ad majorem Dei gloriam" if St. Stephen's
School 'would sever its connexion with this man; and indeed it must do so,
before it-can be acknowledged by the Sons of St. Ignatius.
The school is located at Gilroy, ' in this State, and the "Rector" thereof
is the "Rev: E. C. Cowan." We are unable to find his name in the
Catholic Clergy List, and the name ' of his associate, l1£rs. E. C. Cowan,
seem to ·throw. additional doubt upon his priesthood. We will be char-
itable however, and assume .that the accomplished lady who bears .the
same name with himself, and whom he honors with the title of "Principal,"
is the good priest's mother. Who could more fittingly preside over a priest's
household than his mother?
The "Remarks" which the reverend Father-it he be one-makes upon
education, are thoroughly sound and to the point; and he may rest assured
that they are in no wise antagonistic to the principles of the great Society
whose motto he ' has so significantly .adopted. . The "Rules" of the school
seem also to be very judicious; and we cannot but think that the Rev, Father
Provincial would sanction them. Let the Rev. E. CiCowan and his respected
parent only gain the sanction and approval of the Society of Jesus to \\7hat
theydo-s-which is scarcely too much to ask of. them; .considering their motto
-and thenindeed there will be ,little doubt of the ' tendency of .their .labours
"ad majorem Dei gloriam."
New Music.
Two new songs have just reached us. from the store of that active , and
enterprising publisher .Matthias Gray of SanFrancisco, Cal" and Portland, O.
The first of them , "As my Love Came out to Meet me," bears blue chalk
evidence of its popularity: for the publisher has inscribed upon the title-page
(for our information we presume) the words ., I I ,oooht Edition." The words,
by Mrs. M. W. Hackelton, are pretty, and the ' musicby Chas. Bray, accords
so well with them that we are not surprised at the great demand for . such a
song.
The second, "Sing Little Maiden," has some commonplace words by Tom
Hood, who ought to have been able to " Trite better; and must be indebted
for whatever popularity it may have obtained, to Molloy's music and Mr .
Alfred Kelleher's voice,
A.ccompaning the songs is a series of waltzes, entitled "The Carnival,"
which have been skilfully arranged by Louis Bodecker from a succession of
different airs. '
We should also acknowledge the receipt of several pieces of music which
reached us some time since from the same publisher, but our notice of which
was unavoidably "crowded out."
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" " The Oiol." to its Subscribers. '
THE approaching changes in the Postal Regulations of the U. S. will, from
the rst of january next make it compulsory upon the publishers of all maga-
zines to prepay the postage of 'copies sent to their subscribers. Our patrons
are aware that we have anticipated this rule in our own ,practice, without wait-
ing for compulsion; and that we do at the present time prepay the postage -on
all '''Owls'' sent from this office, without any additional charge to them. It
has been .and is a pleasure to us to extend to our subscribers this little courte-
sy. But one thing it really does 'seem to involve; viz: that our rule of requir-
ing payment for the Magazine in advance 'should no longer be suffered to re-
main a dead letter; which to a 'g reat extent it now is. It cannot, we are sure,
be expected of us that in addition to sending out every month R large flock of
green "Owls" which -bring us no returneitherin love or money, we should
stretch our good nature so far as to pay postage on them also.
There are same 'who ate now two or 'even three years "in arrear; and yetwe
have not stricken them off our subscription list. We now ask them and 'all
others who may be in our debt, to par up before the lsi of :fanuar..v nexti and ,
to recollect, in so doing, that if they wish to continue the 1\1agazine they
should send also a year's subscription in' advance, reckoning from the time at
, which their previous year's subscription may have 'ended- failing which THE
OWL will no longer be mailed to their address.
Many kind and prompt patrons, it is true, we have; and these will not, we
are certain, find fault with the present announcement; but it is a singular fact
, that one or two of those to whom an excess of consideration has been shewn
in the retention of their names upon our list .notwithstanding that they were
defaulters, have actually been so unreasonable as to take offence thereat. We
will not give' them or anyone else a similar ground 'of 'complaint in the future.
There ,is so great a demand at our office for copies of THE OWL that we have
more than once found our supply inadequate; and this ' has been due mainly
'to the fact that ~ve had sent so many "Owls" to subscribers who did not pay
that we had not a sufficient numher left for cash purchasers.
I F we may judge from appearances,we are Once more well into the winterseason. We m~y be allowed to say, without any affront to the "Clerk of
the Weather," that for the last few days, we have ,had about as disagreeable '
weather as can well be manufactured,
It is somewhat amusing, as one goes to the dormitory, after late study, on a
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:c old night, to see a poor studious lad hunting high and low for his spare
blankets, which some one less studious, but a more faithful votary of the
dreamy god, has appropriated to his own use. ' But ' rio one complains;
because .. he feels that it is only what he would do him~elf were the cases
reversed, '
Themention of. dormitories reminds us of a .rather ridiculous thing which
happened a few evenings since. One,of our fellow istudeuts, the-. <?ne who
took the vwobserwation" last year, had been poring a longtime over' the an-
cient atlas, in order ' to find the precise place at which Ceesar crossed the
Rubicon. , Imagining that he had found the spot, he wished to examine it
very closely; so he let his head down by degrees (to see better of course), till
.( finally it rested upon his arms, arid thus ripon the desk, atlas and ape lie
went off in short, to seek "old Morph." - Study ended, and every 'one l~ft
the hall, leaving our hero in quiet repose. About twelve, it seems, he awoke,
dreaming that he .was swimming the Rubicon.vnearly frozen to death,. and
endeavoring in vain to catch the hank. In his excitement, he put out his .hand
to reach the said bank, and' as a matter of course, reached the desk opposite
tohim. This is what he says h~ felt. "I was nearly plum scared ' out
of my w(l)i~e ." After thinking a little time" when his "wife had come back
to him, he determined to seek the little boys' dormitory, which he could rea ch
by means of a door communicating 'with it. ' .H egained It, roused the prefect
in charge, and succeeded ' in frightening that gentleman as much as he had .
been frightened himself The next morning he swore 'that he would never go
to "late study'; again,
RUIT10rS are afloat in the yard 'that the Senior Dr~matics aremaking exten-
sive preparations for a dratna and farce, whic'h they intend soon to put 'on the
stage. \\Te sent a little "owlet," to play eavesdropper at one of their late re-
hearsals, and found out that they were going to play the "Wandering Boys,"
and a laughable farce, entitled "Furnished Apartments."
That the farce was very funny, we have an infallible proof in the fact that
our owlet came back with the tears rolling down his beak, from excess of
laughter. .None will deny that what can make a grave young owlet laugh like
that, must be positively side-splitting for ordinary human beings.
As we are given to understand that this performance is for the benefit of the
Sisters' Orphan Asylum, .San Francisco, we would ask all our patrons and
friends tocome and aid such a noble and generous work as that to which
these deserving ladies havedevoted themselves,
We are sorry to record the loss 'of one of our Editors. Mr. L. C. Winston
left us a few days ago, for his home at .Los Angeles, where we are sure he will
be received with joy by all his numerous friends. We Editors of the O\VL
shall always mourn his loss, as much onaccount of personal esteem for him,
as for hi." valuable 'aid on the staff.
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"';T HE Recapitulation of the "Amateur" B. B. C. for ~he year '1874, \Y.iU·~p­
pear in our next number.
BASE-BALL is really alive again, and we rejOICe to see it. Since our last
.'issue, several good games have been played, of.two of which we took espe-
i cial notice.
The first of these was played on the rst of October, between the "Originals"
of the College, and the'"Occidentals" of the .Pacific University. The game
was only for a ball, but there was a good deal of excitement over it, on ac-
r count of its being the first game the college boys had played with "outsid~rs"
: for a long time, 'and consepuently neither of the clubs knew the strength of
the other.
There seemed to be a great diversity of opinion; but no one thought that
the game would end as it did. We can compliment the University boys
upon their good catching'; but their striking was very poor, we might in fact
.say figuratively, (almost literally) that they did not strike at all. Of the College
T'boys, nothing need be said save that they all played well, and with a will.
Following is the score, which will speak more than we can write.
ORIGINALS. OCCIDENTALS.
R. 0. ~. , 0 .
Enright R 4 3 Moore C. C. 0 '3
Soto R. 4 4 Bruner E. 0 4
:' Machado J. 5 2 Dunn C. H. I 3
-< Soto P. 4 3 Johnson W. A. 0 3
Colombet P. 5 2 Dunn E . .C. I 2
'Smith P. 2 5 Gibbons E. I z
Aguirre J. 2 5. Ross T. F. 0 4
Morrison T. F. 5 2 Walker W. 0 4
Durbin T. ·J. 5 I Richards J. E . 0 2
' T otal 36 27 Total 3 27
P. D. LINVILLE, N. F. BRISAC, } Scorers. -Umpire. C. E. GUNN,
Time-4 hours.
Idle .Notes, 1~5
The other game was the first of a series for the championship of the coun-
ty. The challenge was proffered by the "Occidentals" to the county, and ac..,
cepted immediately by the "Originals," , , , '
It is true the College 'boys 'wori the game; but w~ heard from .an eye-wit..
ness, that until the sixth inning, the game was all in the hands, of the "Occi-
dentals;" and the 'same persontold us that if the University boys improve as
much "in their batting before the next game as they did between the game
already noticed and this one, the College boys will have to do their best not
to be beaten. So boys, if this be so, take the advice of your warmest patron
I and chronicler, and practise to 'your utmost, .-' Do not lose the reputation yo~
have so long sustained, of being good players.
Following is the score :- ' '
ORIGINALS. OCCIDENTALS.
R. O. ' R. o.
.Arguello R. r Moore C. G.0 5 2 4
Sota R. 3 3 Bruner E. 3 3
Machado J. 2 3 Dunn C. H. 0 4
Soto P. ~ ,4 Johnson W. A. 2 3
Colombet P. " 3 3 Dunn ,E . C. 2 3
Smith P. 2 2 Bruner A. 3 2
Aguirre J. ' 2 3 Miller ·R.' I 4
Morrison T. F. 3' 3 Walker W. 2 2
Durbin T. J. 5 I Richards J. E. 0 2
" ,N . F. BRISAC,
C:. 'E. GUNN,
Tot~l 22 " 2 7
W. MENDENHALL,
Umpz'r~.
Time-4 hours.
Best Scorer-To J. Durbin.
Total 15 27
} Scorers
It was also remarked to us by several persons who saw the ga~e, thatit w~s
not in conformity with the laws of Base-ball, for the right-field to have a camp-
stoolauf at his post, and sit upon it when the ball was being struck, etc. We
do not exactly understand how the Captain could tolerate such a thing, It
may be all right; but if does not seem so to us. Our ignorance.we presume.
But we think that had we a man .who did that in a game which to all appear-
ances we were going to lose, we should most certainly allow ,him to withdraw
his name.from the game, or at the least, subject him to a 'heavy fine.
Tyro, Poughkeepsie Collegiate Institute for Young Ladies, Poughkeepsic, N.Y.
Salesianum, Seminary of St. Francis of Sales, St. Francis, Milwaukee Co., N.Y. '
Colleg« Message, St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, Missouri.
Index Niaearensis, Seminary ,of our Lady of Angels, Suspension Bridge, Nia-
gara Co., N.Y. .,
Spectaior, St. Lawrent College, Montreal; Canada.
Scholastic, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana.
Wi'ttenberger, Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio.
Central 'Collegian, Central College, Fayette, Mo.
-0 College Argus, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.
CollegeSpectator, Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.
College News Letter, Iowa College~ Grinnell, Iowa.
College Herald, Univ. of Lewisburg, Lewisburg, Pa.
College Journal, Georgetown College, Georgeto\vn, D.C.
Heald's CollegeJournal, Heald's Business College, San Francisco, Cal.
Chronicle, North Western College, Naperville, Ill.
'Chron£cle, Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
.ll1adisonens£s, Madison Univ., Hamilton, N'I Y.
Magenta, Harvard College, Cam bridge, Mass .
.Volante, Univ. of Chicago" Chicago, Ill.
Tripod, Northwestern Univ., Columbia Mo.
Transcript, 'Ohio Wesleyan Univ, & Ohio Wesleyan Female ColI., Delaware, O .
Triad, Upper Iowa Univ., Fayette, Iowa.
Annab'st, Albion College, Albion, Michigan.
Geyser, Wabash College, Crawfordsville, Indiana.
Ioioa Classic, Iowa Wesleyan Univ. Mount Pleasant, Iowa.
Denison Collegz'an, Denison Univ., Granville, Ohio.
Brunonian, Brown Univ., Providence, R. 1.
Bouidoin Orieut, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine.
Berl\elf:J'an, Univ, of California, Berkeley, Cal.
JOURNALS.
[NOiVExchanges.
MAGAZINES..
R,ECEIVED S-INC,E OUR LAS 'T ISSU E~
I 16
Mz7ls QuarterlY, Mills Seminary, Brooklyn, Cal.
Hamilton Literary lVIollthly, Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.
Bates Student, Bates College, Lewiston, Mame.
Cornell Review, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
Tale Lzterary ,Magazz'ne, Yale College, Newhaven, Conn.
LafaJ1ette MonthlY, Lafayette College, Easton, Penn.
Packer Quarterly, Packer College, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Alumni Journal, Illinois Wesleyan Univ., Bloomington, IlL
Clippzltgs/ron~ Contemporaries,
I~EL all those indebted to , the Stn-
dent pay up instanter. No "fooling
here.-Bates Student.
.. lA sound principle forcibly express-
ed and capable of "rider application.
We 'don ' t want any "fooling" here,
either.c-vEns. OWL.]
A ' TRAVELLER' in the back-woods '
metwith a settler near a.house, and
enquired-a- ~
"Whose house?' , An:;. , Moggs'.
-or what built? " Logs,
' ,'Any neighbors ?;, Frogs.
"What soil?" Bogse '
' ~What climate r" Fogs.
"What do you live on'? ", Hogs. ' ,
"How do you catch 'em? '" Dogs.
-i-Philomathean e ,
IAnd we think that must have been
a sett~er for the tra,veller.:--Ens. O\VL ')
THE ,E DUCATIONAL, . MOVEMENT.-
An anxious 'parent whose son ' has
already mastered French, German
and Italian, has determined to send
the youth to Finland, in order to give :
the boy's education just the little Fin-
nish it requires.-London Punch. :
Some come to College to get wis-
dom, but above all your getting, get ,
on the right side of the Professors.
This is very important......-Cornell Re~
zneto, '
Base-ball whiskers: nine on a side .
- Chronzcle.
Ax 'enthusiastic Freshman dates
his letter from Yale, "New Heaven."
-llfagenta.
SOLILOQUY BY AN ENGLISH " S\VE LL ."
On weligion although I could neva wefiect,
I've wegarded it always with pwopa wespect.
I consida the subject in this point of view :-
What the wight sawt of people believe, must be twue.
On that question the Peers, as a wule, are at home
But-the Marquis ofWipon's gone ova to Wome !
So the Peewage contwibutes another wecwuit ,
To the camp joined before by the Marquis of Bute ;
And the gentwy 've contwibuted severwal too;
It seems going to be the corwect thing to do.
-Stop! A fella would think twice before he did that.
He would like 'to make sure about what he was at.
A Fweemason, in case of becoming a 'Vert,
The Fweemasons is forced by his pwiests to desert;
But the Uppa Ten Thousand at pwesent contains
A gweat tnany more Masons than Ultwamontanes;
And a fella should wait till most fellas secede,
Before eva he thinks about changing his qweed.
He who Masonwy's got to wenounce as a sin,
Can he tell for what else he has let himself in ?
A deserta might find, by-and-bye, to his cost,
That 'he more than his Fweemason's fweedom had lost.
To be quopped I won't just yet surwenda my comb,
Though the Marquis of Wipon's gone ova to Wome,
. ~Ldndon Punch. .
(NoV'
(7r~dii8 f01' the month' oj. September as '/read on Wedne~day, Oct. 1. 1874.
'OH RI STIAN DOCTRINE;
ls~ Class.-:..:.Ii., BoWie.·75, J. Callaghan 70, J. Hudner 75, J. ·Machad0 70, L.·P almei· 7Z,
R. ·Sot6 76/T.rru1,ly ·72, J. T. 'Walsh 78, B. ·Yorba'S5. . -'
2d Class~J. Aguir~e ·70, R.ArgueIlo 90, H.. Brenham 81, W. S. Davis 79, ' J. ~Enright"
. 86, R. Enright 79; J. Franklin 100, W. Furman 71, L. Harrison 99, J.J. Kelly.
80, A. Loweree, 94, O. Orelia 82, N. Robles 72, Jno. Ryland 90, J. Smith 100, ·W.
Smith 100. .
3d Class~B. Chretien .100~ Jno. Day 75, Th. Dowell 90, F. Ebner 70, F. Harrison 75,
C" Miles ,100, Jno. Montgomery 100, A. McCone 70, C. Quilty 93,. R. Sheridan .
100; R·. Spence 78~ R. Sheridan 70, X. Yorba 95. . . _ . '
4t4 Class~H. Abila '85, G. Barron 70, J. Cavagnaro 7()~ R~Delavega .95, L. Ghirardelli
80, G. Holden 90. ,I. Kearny 90, ~..Meehan 85, J. Meyer 75, .r. T. Murphy 70,P. "
Murphy 85, J. Olcese 95, W. Proctor 95; ~A. Sanchez 70, G. Seifert 70, C. Volio
.85, J . Wolter 85.
5th Class-i-Flrst Division-C. Arguello 98, W.. Bellew 80, V. Bruschi 80, G. Ebner 9S,
,D. Gagnon 84, E. Holden 98, J. Lopez 70, J. Moore 100, ,A. ,PachecO'99,F. Ryland
100, V. Sanchez 100..J. Tinoco 99, J. Bonnet 75, H. Farmer 100, D.:Quilty 90,:G.
.Shafer 85, J. ,Scully 80. ' '.
Second Division-W. Barron 70,-J. Cahill 72, J.Fenton 92, ,0. Fosgate 74, F. Gambert
70, W. Gilbert 90. L. Gallagher 74,H. Green 80, H. Jeantrout 76, R ~ J. Murphy
'95, R. Pico 84, J. Sullivan 78, H. Thompson 85, E. Wingard 79.
6th Class-w, Barron 100,.C. Enright 100, Jno. 'Ford 75, F. Hall 70, J . Killian 70, D.
Spence 85, A. Tostado 70, J no. Volio 100. ,
LOGIC AND METAPHYSIC.
N. F. Brisac 74, W. T. Gras '70.
NATURAL .PHILOSOP~Y.
W. CardwellXl, W. Gray 85, T. Morrison 72, R. Soto "7·4. ~T. Tully 72, J. Walsh 80
L, C. Winston 76, B. Yorba 75. '
'ANALYTI CAL CHEMISTRY.
Th. Durbin 74, Th. 'Morrison 82, J . Walsh 89, L. 'W inston 85,
, ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY.
V. Clement 77, W. Gray 90, J. Herrmann 70, B. Yorba 73.
MATHEMATICS
1st Class-No F. Brisac 95, J. T. Walsh 95, H. Winston ·95.
2d Class-V. Clement 70, J. HerrmannZf), B. Yorba 70.
3d Class-A. Aguirre 74, C. Barker 75, J. Bernal70,-H. -Bowie 76, P. Colombet 71J J .
Callaghan 70, J . Cavagnaro 70; W. .Davls 80, R. Enright 75, 0. Gresham 83, F.
Harrison 75, L. Harrison 82, J. Rudner 90, J. Kearney 82, J . Machado 75,F:
Mallon 72, A. McCone 78, L. Palmer 78, L. Partridge 95, N. Robles 72, Jas. P .
Smith 90, W. Smith 73, H. Spence 70, H. Spenceri98"C Quilty:84, P. Preston 90.
'H. Sullvan 74. '
GUEEK.
1st Class-W. T. Gray 70.
2d Class-To Morrison 77, 'J. T. Walsh 70,-L. C. Winston 74.
3d Class-R. Soto 70. .
4th Class-It Arguello 70 R. Brenham 85, W. Davis 80, J. Herrmann 95, C. Quilty 80
J . Smith 90.
5th Class-A. Bowie 98, R. Bowie 100, F. Cavagnaro '95, T. Dowell 90, R. Enright 72,
W. Furman 92, L. Ghirardelli 91, A.-'McCone86, J. J. Montgomery 93, W . Scho -
field 99. '
LATIN.
1st Class-W. Gray 75, T. Morrison 75, L. Winston 75.
2d Class~G. Gray 70, J. T. Walsh 78.
3d Class-J. Herrmann 71, J. Smith 70, B. Yorba 81.
'i '874·l Table, of lIo~,or . l I9
4th 'Class-J. R.Arguello 75, R. Brenham 85, W. Davis 95, C. Qni1ty 98, W. Schofield
, 70, Th. Tully 75. ' .
5th Class-J. Bonnett 88~ A. Bowie 78. F. Cavagnaro 95. M.', Donahue 72, T ..Dowell
93, W. Furman 77~ F.IGalindo 90, L. Ghirardelli 97, F. Lacoste 71, J: 'J. Montgo-
mery 84, J. M. Murphy 70, D. Quilty .79, G. Shafer 83. F. Shafer 72, R. Sheridan
, '91, E. weiuioo.
RHETORIC.
Ist Class-J. Herrmann 73, Th. Tully 77, J. Walsh 78, B" Yorba 78.
"' 2d,Class-W. Davis 94, J. Franklin 90, L. Harrison 70 J. Ryland 90, J. Smith ~4"
, GRAMMAR.
~l st Class---.J. ChretienSfi, T. Dowell 90, F ...Harrison 83., A. McCone ,80, J. J. Montgo-
': mery 90, C.. Quilty 87, R. Sheridan 75; W. Schofield 78, E. Stanton 73, X. ,Yorba
70. .
"2d Class-H. Abila 90, J. Cavagnaro 80, P.,. ,Delavega 90, L. Gh.irardelli 80, G. ·Holden
85, E. Howard 70. J. Kearney 85, G. Meehan' 90, C. Moore 75, J. M. Murphy 70,
J. Olcese 85, C. Ortiz 80, G. Proctor ,75, G. W. Seifert 70, V. Vidaurreta 70, ct.
Volio 90, J. Wolter 85.
.aa Class-Ist Divlsion-i-J. Basset 70, V\~. Bellew 80, V. Bruschi 75, F. Cavagnuroff),
D. Gagnon 70, E. Holden 90, E. Lamolle 70, R. Lawrie 70; J. Moore 70, A~' Pa-
checo .70, F. Ryland 92, V. Sanchez 70, H. Wilcox 90, J . Bonnet 85. .H. Farmer
92. Ed. Welti 70. '
2d Divisior.-N. Beck 70, J. Fenton 74. '0 . Fosgate 79,F. Galindo 70, L. Gallagher 70
H. Green 80, J. R. Murphy 85, P. ,Narvaez 70, R. Pico 90.
FRENCH.
Ist Class-B. Brisi\,c~74, o. Orella 71.
2d Class-It T)e la Vega 80, Th~ Dowell 98, G. G.ray 78, W . Gray 90, D. Harvey 70~
F. Lacoste 75, A. Sanchez 90, R. Spence 70..
3d Class-H. Bowie 86~ F. Gambert 80, F. Harrison 86, L. Harrison 85, .Ino, Hopkins
86, A. Loweree 86, C. Ortiz 80, P. Murphy 76, Jno. Murphy 70. '
SPANISH.
1st Class-C. McClatchy 70. .
:..3d Class-N. Brisac 95, W. Furman 70, O. Gresham 70':G . Holden 90, A. Pacheco 95,
W. Sears 75, J . F. Smith 94.
, rrALIAN.
F . Cavagnaro 85~ J. Cavagnaro 85, r. Olcese 85. 0
'GE R MAN.
J. Auzerais 80, B. Brisac ~O, C. Ebner 100, F. EQner 90, G. Ebner 90, H. Freudenthal
75, L. Ghirardel1i 80, A. Il6fieng 70, J. Meyer 70, A. Mtil ler 70, . J. Perrier 75, X.
Yorba 90. . .
ARITHMETIC.
1st Class-R. Arguello 75, M. Donahue 74, r. Do,vell 90, J. Franklin 88, H. Freuden-
thal 95. W Furman 75, J. L. Foster 76, W. Harrison 70, H. II ughes 72. A. Lowe-
ree 73, J. J. Montgomery 84, O. Orefia 75, W. Schofield 90, W. Sears 74, R. She- _
. ridan 87, C. E. Stanton 78, J. Woodworth 72, C. Welti 7i{, X. Yorba 80.
2d-Class-A. Arriola 70, R. Brenham 70, J. Chretien 75. II. Dinklage 80," F. Ebner
80, L. Ghirardelli 70. G. Holden 87, C. Miles 70, A M,iiller 70, P Murphy 70. J. OJ·
cese 85, G. Proctor 70, F. Ryland 89, J. M. Murphy 80, J. Donahue 75. .
sa Class-C. Arguello 72, W. B;~new 90,}. Branch 80, J~ CahiU '70.G. Ebner 70, L. Gal-
lagher 72, E. Holden 70, W. Irwin 92, E. Lamolle 85 J . Moore 95, A Spence 73,
Jose Tinoco 70, F. Thomspon 78, Jno. Volio 98,V. Vidaurreta 71, E. Wingard
70, H. vVilcox 90 J. Wolter 70, J , Boyter 80, Th. Donahue 74, H. Farluer.88, Th.
Hughes 85, 'rho McShane 70, F. Shafer 78, G. Shafer 77, .E. White 70.
BOOK-KEEPING.
1st Class-A. Aguirre 75. V. Clement 100, W. Davis 90, W . Furman 85, C. McClatchy
92, J. F. Smith 90, C, Welti 85, X. Yorba 90.
2d Class-C. Barker 70,.B. Brisac 80, J. Cavagnaro 80, J. Chretien 76, 'r. Dowell 75,
F. Ebner 80,' J. Enright 78, J. Franklin 98, H. Freudenthal 100, W. Harrison 72,
J. Hudner 100, H. Hughes.. 7.Q.. F ..Lacoste 71, IA. Loweree 90, C. Miles 73. J. J.
Montgomery 90, J. Olcese 84, O. Orona 73, L. Palmer 90, L. Partidge 72, W .
Sears ~O, Fv .Scully 70,-R. Sheridan 85, R. Spence 81, ,A. Stanton 90, T. Tully 100
. C. Quilty 100. ' .. .
120 . Table if Honor.
3d Class-H. Dinklage 70, .1. M. Donahue 74, J. L. Foster 89, L. Ghirardelli 70, ~F '
Harrison 79, L. J. Harrison 78, G. Holden 79, J. 1\IcKinnol1 73. 'W . Proctor 83,
J. Perrier 80, W. B. Schofield 79, Wolter 73, J. Day 70, G. Meehan 70:' "
READING . AND SPETJLIN,G.
1st Class-J. Auzerais 80, R. Delavega 70, J. L. Foster 70, J. Hopkius 70, H.Hnghes
80, J. McKinnon 81, G. Meehan 70, C. 0 Miles 70, A. 1\tIiiller80, W. Smith' 79. C.
Stanton 71. " ' . . .. , '
2d Class-':"Jno. Branch 7'3, F. Burling 71. J. Cavagnaro 75, H. Dinklage 78, F 'Here-
ford 84, J. Meyer 79, A. Pacheco 79" W. G. Proctor 75, H. Wilcox 80, J. Bon -
nett 79, J. Donahue 88, Th. Donahue 70, H. Farmer 89, F. Shafer 7H.
as Class-H. Abila 90, W. Barron 70, W. Byron 75, J . 'Ford 75, F. Gambert 70, ·W·~
Gilbert 85, E. Holden 80, H. Jeantront 85, E. Lamolle 75, R. Pico 90, F. Ryland
70, V. Sanchez 90, R. Trenouth 75, E. Welti 75, M. Ylisariturri 75.
' 4th Class-H. Dean 70, J. Killion180, H. Krahenberg 70. J, Volio 70, C. ' Murphy 75.
HLOCUTION
1st Class-J. Callaghan 70, J. T. Walsh 70. , . '
2b Class-J. Aguirre 75, W. Davis 87, J. Enright 70, J. Franklin 70, 'V. Furman 80,
I-I. Hughes 85, P. Mallon 75, J. Smith 85.
3d Class-.J. Day 75, Th. Dowell 80, H. Freudenthal 70, F. Harrison 73. P. Kewen 80,
J. J. Montgomery 70, A. McCone: ',5, C. Quilty 80, C. Stanton 76. 'il\T. Schofield 80
C. Welti 70. , '
4t.h Class-D. Harvey 75, McKinnon 70, G; Meehan 75, J . M. Murphy 75, J'. Olcese 85
J. Perrier 70; W. Proctor 80, C. Volio 70.
5th Class-A. Bowie 70, A. lVIcCusk er 70, I-I. F anner 90, D. Quilty 70.
PEi\MA~~HIP.
1st Class-J. Auzerais 70, J. Bernal 70, rr.Do,vell 73, J .Da'y 73, S. .Frank li n 78; 'J .
Herrmann 71. J. Lopez 70, "V . Proctor 75, J. Yorba 75.
2d Class-H. Abila 72, R. Brenham 71, J. F. Basset 76,.F. Cavagnaro 71, J. Cavagna-
ro 73, J. B. Chretien 75, A. Christiu 72, H. Dinklage 71, H..Freuden thal 78, " L.
Ghirardelli 71. H. Gilmor 72, If. Green 70, H . 1\1. Hughes 76, E . Howard 70,·J.
Harvey 70. H. Holden 75, L . Harrison 71, T. Huhges 71, A. McCoi1e 75, J. 'M.
Murphy 75, J. Olcese ;3, A. Pacheco 70, D. Quilty 70, W.~Sears 75, C. E . 'Stanton
75, n. Sheridan-70, T. Tully 70, W , Tobin 70. H. 'I'hompson 73, 'J . Wolter 74, H.
Wilcox 78, F. Wingard 70, E. Welti 70, M. Ylisaliturri 73.
3d Class-A. Bowie 70, J. Boyter 74, J. Cahill 70, P. Cannon 73, J. C OHIll ,)' 70, r. Do-
nahue 74, H. Farmer 75, G. B. Gray 73, VV. Gilbert 70, F. Gambert 72, J. Hop-
kins 71, E. Holden 71, E. Lamolle 70, A. Leddy 70. J. J. Monrzomery 70, P.
Murphy 76, J . Meyer 71, A. ~icCu8ker 73, J. l\'1cKinnon 70, P . Narvaez 70, Jno.
Scully 75, A. Sanchez 71, ,V. Trenouth 70, C. Voli D 72, J . Volio 70.
,DRA.'VING.
A. Arriola 90, J. Auzerais 80, A. Bowie 7o, H. Bowie 85" F. Burling 70, M. Donahue
75, F. Gambert 70, P . Manon 85, A. McCone 75, O. Orona 70, C. Ortiz 70, F. Ry-
land 70, W. Schofield 75,,,·V. Vidaurreta 80. '
PIANO.
H. Bowie 80, C. Ebner 80, W. Gray 80, V~ Vidaurreta.Zf), .W . Franklin 80, H. Gilnlor
75, A. Leddy 75, W. Gilbert 70, F .' Gambert 70.
BRASS INSTRUMENTS.
F. Harrison 80, L. Harrison 70, P, Mallon 70, R. Remus 80.
, VIOLIN.
W. Sears 75, G. Gray 70. R. Enright 70, J. Basset 70, D. Gagnon 70, R; Spence 75,
W , Davis 70, T. Morrisan 75, R. Lawrie 75" E. Wh~gard 70.
VOCAL MUSIC,
J. "V. Rylrnd 75, W . Seers 70,E. Holden 70, P. Mallon 75.
- '--0---
[Classes>of the PREPARA'rORY DEPARTMENT are omitted.]
Highest number of credlts given, 100. Recipients of 70 and over only mentiond.
Idle Noise. 113
.cold night, to see a , pOQr , st~dious lad hunting high and 'low for his spare
blankets, which some one , less studious, but 'a more faithful votary of the
dreamy god, has appropriated to .his own use. But ' no one complains;
because h~ feels that ,it is only what he would do himself were the cases
, reversed; . ' ,
The mention of dormitories reminds 'us of a rather ridiculous thing which
happened a fe'\~ evenings ,since. , One,of our fellow , students, the ~ne who
,took the vwobserwation" last year, had been poring a long time ovei~ th~ an-
cient atlas, in order to find the precise place at which Ceesar crossed the
Rubicon. ' Imagining that he had found the spot, he wished to examine it
very closely; so he let his head down by degrees (to se~ better of course), till
finally it rested upon his arms, and thus upon the desk, atlas and all. He
went off in short, to seek "old Morph." Study ended, and' 'every one left
the hall, leaving our hero in quiet repose. About twelve, it seems, he awoke,
, dreaming that he was swimming the Rubicon, nearly: frozen to death, and
, endeavoring in vain tocatch the bank. ' I n pis excitement, he put out his hand
to reach the said bank, and as 'a matter of course, reached the desk opposite
to 'him . This is what he says, ~e , felt. "I was nearly plulll scared out
of my \v(l)ife." After thinking aIittle time, when 'his "wife"had come back
to him. vhe determined to seek the little boys' dormitory, which he could reach
by means of a door communicating with it. 'H e 'gained It, roused the prefect
in charge, and succeeded. in frightening that gentleman as much as he 'had
been frightened himself. The 'next morning he swore that he would never go
, to "late study" again.
Rumors are .afloat in the yard that the Senior Dramatics are making exten-'
sive preparations for a drama and farce, 'which they intend soon to put on the
stage. We sent a little "owlet," to ,play eavesdropper at one of their late re-
hearsals, and found out that they were going to play the "Wandering Boys,"
and a laughable farce, entitled "Furnished Apartments."
That. the farce was very funny, we have an infallible proof in the fact that
our owlet came back with the tears rolling down his beak, from excess of
laughter. None will deny that what can make a grave young owlet laugh like
that, must be positively side-splitting for ordinary human beings. '
As we are given to understand that this performance is for the benefit of the
Sisters' Orphan Asylum, San Francisco, we would ask all our patrons and
friends to come and aid such a noble and generous work as that to which
these deserving ladies have devoted themselves,
We are sorry to record the loss of one of our Editors. Mr. L. C. Winston
, left us a few days ago, for his home at Los Angeles, 'vhere we are sure he will
be received with joy by all his numerous friends. We Editors of the OWL
shall always mourn' his loss, as much on account of personal esteem' for him,
as for hi" valuable aid on the staff
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rHE following communication which was received a" short time ' ago, will
, speak for itself.
Santa Clara College, Oct. '1 2, 1874.
Ens. OWL,-Dear Sz'rs:-l beg leave to inform you that at a meeting of the
.Philhistorian Debating Society, the following gentlemen were elected to fill
vacanciess-e-john S. Hudner, Vice' President; j amesHerrman, Cor. Secreta-
ty; Hyde Bowie, Librarian.,-Respectfully yours,
J.,HERRMANN,
Cor. Sec., P.D.S.
THE Recapitulation of the "Amateur".B. B. C. for the year 1874, will ap-
, pear in our n~xt number.
, BASE-BALL is really alive again, and we rejOICe to see it. Since our last
issue, several good games have been played, of two of which we took espe-
'cial notice.
The first of these was played on the rst of October, between the "Originals"
of the College, and the "Occidentals" of the ' Pacific University. The game
was only for a ball, but there was a good deal of excitement over it, on ac-
count of its being the first .game the college boys had played with "outsiders"
for a long time, and consepuently neither of the clubs knew the strength "of
the other. ' ,
There seemed to be a great diversity of opinion; but no one thought that
the game would end as it did. We can compliment the University boys
'upon their good catching; but their striking was very poor, we might in fact
say figuratively, (almost literally) that they did not strike at all. Of the College
boys, nothing need be said save that they all played well, and with a will. ,
Following .is the score, which will speak more than \ve can write.
ORIGINALS. ' OCCIDENT ALS.
R. 0, R. o.
Enright R 4 3 lVloore C. c. 0 3
Soto R. 4 4 Bruner E. 0 4
Machado J. 5 2 Dunn C. H. I 3
.Soto P. 4 3 johnson W. A. 0 3
.Colombet P. 5 2 , Dunn E. C. I 2
Smith P. 2 5 Gibbons E. I 2
Aguirre J. 2 5 Ross T. F. 0 4
Morrison T. F. 5 2 Walker W. 0 4
Durbin T. J. 5 I Richards J. E. 0 2
Total
I
'36 27 Total 3 27
P. D~ LINVILLE, N. F. BRISAC, } Scorers.' .Ump£re. C. E. GUNN,
Time-4 hours.
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The other game was the first of a series for the championship of the coun-
ty. The challenge was proffered by the "Occidentals" to the county, and ac.
cepted immediately Q:y the "Originals,"
It is true the College boys 'won the game; but we heard from an eye-wit-
ness, that 'until the sixth ' inning, the game was all 'in the hands of the ' 'Occi-
dentals;" and the 'same person told us that if the University boys improve as
much in their batting before the next game as they did between the game
already noticed and this one, the College boys will have to do their best not
to be beaten. So boys, if this be so, take the advice of your warmest patron
and chronicler, and practise to your utmost. Do not lose the reputation ydt\
have so long sustained, of being good players'.
Following is the scorer-s-
ORIGINALS. OCCIDENTAL?
R. o. R. o.
Arguello R. 0 5 Moore C. C. 2 4
Soto R. 3 3 Bruner E. 3 3
Machado J. 2 3 Dunn C. H'. 0 4
Soto P. z 4 Johnson W. A. 2 3
Colombet P. 3 .3 Dunn E. C. 2 3
Smith P. 2 2 Bruner A. 3 2
Aguirre J. 2 3 Miller R. I 4-
Morrison T . F.
.3 3 Walker W. 2 2D~rbin T. J . 5 I Richards J. E. 0 2
Total 22 27 Total 15 2·7
N. ,F. BRISAC,
C:. E. GUNN,
W. MENDENHALL,
Umpz"re.
Time-4 hours.
Best Scorer-ToJ. Durbin.
} Scorers
It was also remarked to us by several persons who saw the game, that it was
not "in conformity with the laws of Base-ball, for the right-field to have a camp--
stoolout at his post, and sit upon 'it when the ball was being struck, etc. We
do not exactly understand how the Captain could tolerate such a thing. It
may be allright; but it does not seem so to us. Our ignorance, we presume.
But we think that had w,e a man who did that in a game which toall appear-
ances we were going to lose, we should most certainly allow him to withdraw
his name .from th~ game, or at the least, subject hiin to a heavy fine.
--'-' --------
I 16 Exchanges.
RECEIVED, SINCE OUR "L A ST ISSU "£ ..
MAG.i\.ZINES ..
[N~"
Mlls Quarterly, Mills Seminary, Brooklyn, Cal.
Hamilton Literary Monthly, Hamilton College, Clinton, N.. Y.
Bates Student, Bates College, Lewiston, Maine. ." -
Cornell Reoiezo; Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
Fale L£terary Magaz£ne, Yale College, Newhaven, Conn.
Lafayette JJ1onth[y, Lafayette College, Easton, Penn.
Packer Quarterly, Packer College, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Alumn: Journal, Illinois Wesleyan Univ., Bloomington, Ill.
JOURNALS.
IJIYo, Poughkeepsie Collegiate Institute for Young Ladies, Poughkeepsie, N.Y..
Salesianum, Seminary of St. Francis of Sales, St. Francis, Milwaukee Co., N.V:
College Message, St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, Missouri. I
Index Niag arensis, Seminary of-our Lady of Angels, Suspension Bridge, Nia:-:-
gara Co., N.Y.
Spectator, St. .Lawrent College, lVlontreal, Canada.
Scholastic, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana.
Wittenberger, Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio.
Central Collegian, Central College, Fayette, Mo.
Colleg» Argus, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.
CollegeSpectator, Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.
- College News Letter, Iowa College, Grinnell, Iowa.
College Herald, Univ. of Lewisburg, Lewisburg, Pat
College Journal, Georgetown College, Georgetown, D.C.
Heald's CollegeJournal, Heald's Business College, San Francisco, CaL
Chronide, North Western College, Naperville, Ill.
Chronicle, Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
iJ1adisonensls, l\1:adison Univ., .H amiltcn, N. Y.
Magenta, Harvard College, Cambridge, Mass.
Volante., Unrv. of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
Tripod, Northwestern Univ., Columbia Mo.
Transcript, Ohio Wesleyan Univ, & Ohio Wesleyan Female Coll., Delaware, '0 .
Triad; Upper Iowa Univ., Fayette, Iowa.
Annaiist, Albion College, Albion, Michigan.
Geyser, Wabash College, Crawfordsville, Indiana.
Iozoa Classic, Iowa Wesleyan Univ. Mount Pleasant, Iowa.
Denison Collegzan, Denison Univ., Granville, Ohio.
Brunonian, Brown Univ., Providence, R. I.
Bowdoin Orieut, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine.
Berkelevan, Univ. of California, Berkeley, Cal.
Clippz'ngs fr01Jl Contemporanes.
~IipPittgs .fnnn ~Duttmp.oritdts.
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Lm.all those .indebted to the Stn-
dent pay 'up instanter, ' No fooling
here.-Bates Student.
lA sound principle forcibly express-
ed and ,capable of wider application.
Yye ' don't .want apy "fooling' here,
either.s--Ens. OWL.]
'.A TRAVELLER in the back-woods
met. with a settler near a, house, and
enquired-
"Whose house?' I An5., ~ 'Moggs'.
-or what' built?" . Logs.
',',A.ny neighbors? " Frogs.
"What soil?" Bogs.
"What .climate 2," Fogs.
"~What do you live .on P" Hogs.
"How do you catch 'em {" , Dogs.
- P hzlomathean.,
[And we think that must have been
~, settler for the traveller',~EDs. O"VL I
THE EDUCATIONAL MOVEMENT.-
An anxious parent whose son has
already mastered French, German
and Italian, has determined to send
.the youth to Finland, in order to give
the 'boy's education just the little Fin-
nish it, requires.e-London Punch.
Some come to College to get wis-
dom, but above all .your getting, get-
on the right side of the Professors.
This is .. very important.-Cornell Re-
uieu). ,
Base-ball whiskers: nine on a side.
-Chronz'cle.
AN enthusiastic Freshman dates
. his letter 'from Yale, "Ne\v Heaven."
-fi'fagenta.
SOLILOQUY BY AN ENGLISH '" SWELL."
On weligion although I could neva weflect,
I've wegarded it always with pwopa wespcct,
t _ I consida the subject in thz's pohit of view :-
What the wight sawt of people believe, must be twue.
On that question the Peers, as a wule, axe at home
But-the Marquis of Wipon's .gone ov~ to Wome !
So the Peewage contwibutes another wecwuit
. To the camp joined before ,by the Marquis of Bute;
And the gentwy 've contwibuted severwal too;
It seems'going tobe the corwect .thing todo,
-Stop! A fella would think twice before he did that.
He would like to make ,sure about what he was at.
.A. Fweemason, in case of becoming a 'Vert,
The Fweemasons is forced by his pwiests to desert;
But the U ppa Ten Thousand at pwesent contains
A gweat rnany more Masons than Ultwamontanes;
And a fella should wait till most fellas secede,
Before eva he thinks' about changing his qweed.
He who Masonwy's got to wenounce as a sin, \
Can he tell for what else he has let himself in ?
·A deserta might find, by-and-bye, to his cost,
That he more than his Fweernason's fweedom had lost.
To be quopped I won't just yet surwenda my comb,
Though the Marquis of Wipon's gone ova to Wome. ·
-:London.Punch.
LATIN.
1st Class-W. Gray 75, T. Morrison 75, L. Winston 75.
2d Class-G. Gray 70, J. T. Walsh 78. .
3d Class-J. Herrmann 71, J. Smith 70, B. Yorba 81.
GHEEK.
1st Class-W. T. Gray .70.
2d Class-To Morrison 77, J. T. Walsh 70, L. C. Winston-74.
3d Class-It Soto '70.
4th Class-i-l].. Arguello 70 R. Brenham 85, W . Davis 80, J. Herrmann 95, C. Quilty 80
. J. Smith 90.
5th Class-A. Bowie 98, H. Bowie 100, F . CavagnaroDfi, T. Dowell 90, R. Enright 72,
W. Furman 92, L. Ghlrardelli 91, A. ·McCone 86, J. J. Montgomery 93, W. Scho-
field 99.
LOGIC AND ~IETAPHYSIC.
N. F. Brisac 74, W. r. Gras 70.
NArrURAL PHILOSOPHY.
W . Cardwell 70, W. Gray 85, T. Morrison 72, R. Soto 74. :T. Tully 72, J . Walsh so
L. C. Winston 76, B. Yorba 75.
A:NALYTICAIJ CHEMIS'fRY.
Th. Durbin 74, Th. Morrison 82, J. Walsh 89, L. 'Yinston 85,
ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY.
V. Clement 77, W . Gray 90, ~. Herrmann 70, B. Yorba 73.
MATHEMA'rlCS
1st Class-No F. Brisac 95, J. T. Walsh 95, H. Winston 95.
2d Class-V. Clement 70, J. Herrmann 70, B. Yorba 70.
3d Class-A. Aguirre 74, C. Barker 75, J. Bernal 70, H. Bowie 76, P . Colombet 71, J.
Callaghan 70, J . Cavagnaro 70, W. Davis 80, R. Enright 75, O. Gresham 83, F.
Harrison 75, L. Harrison 82, J. Rudner 90, J. Kearney 82, J . Machado 75, F.
Mallon 72, A. ~fcCone 78, L. Palmer 78, L. Partridge 95, N. Robles 72, Jas. P.
Smith 90, W. Smith 73, R. Spence 70; H. Spencer~98, C Quilty:84, P . Preston 90.
R. Sullvan 74.
iNovTable of Honor.
T .1\. B LEO F II 0 N 0 j{
Oredits for -the month. oj September as read on Wednesday, Oct. 1. 1874.
CHRISrrIAN DOC'rRINE.
Isi Class-H. Bowie 75, 'J . Callaghan 70, J. Rudner 75~ J. Machado 70, L. Palmer 72"
R. Soto 76, T. 'I'ully 72, J. T..Walsh '78, B. Yorba 75.. . .
2d Class-J. Aguirre 70, R. Arguello 90, H. Brenham 81, W. S. Davis 79, J. Enright,
86, R. Enright 79, J. Frankliir'100, W. FunuanFl, L. Harrison 99, J. J..Kelly
80, A. Loweree, 94, O. Orelia 82, N. Robles 72, Jno. Ryland 90, J. Smith 100, W.
Smith 100.
3d Class-B. Chretien 100, Jno. Day 75, Th. Dowell 90, F. Ebner 70, F. Harrison 75,
C. Miles 100, Jno. Montgomery 100, A. McCone 70, ·C. Quilty 93, R. Sheridan
100, R. Spence 78, R. Bheridanff), X. ,Yorba 95. .
4th Class-H, Abila 85, G. Barron 70, J. Cavagnaro ·70,R. Delavega ~5, L. Ghirardelli
80, G. Holden 90, t1. Kearny 90, G. Meehan 85, J. Meyer 75, r. T. Murphy 70,P.
Murphy 85, J. Olcese 95, W. Proctor 95, aA. Sanchez 70, G. Seifert 70, C. Volio
85, J. Wolter 85.
5th Class-First Division-C. .Arguello 98, W. Bellew 80, V. Bruschi 80, G.,Ebner 98,.
D. .Gagnon 84, E. Holden 98, J. Lopez 70, J. Moore 100, A. Pacheco 99, F. Ryland
100, V. Sanchez 100, .T. Tinoco 99, J. Bonnet 75, I-!. Farmer 100, D. Quilty90,:G.
Shafer 85, J. Scully 80. .
Second Division-W. Barron 70, J. Cahill 72, J.Fentori92, O. Fosgate 74, F. Gambert
70, W. Gilbert 90. L. Gallagher 74, H. Green 80, H. Jeantrout 76, R . J. Murphy
95, R. Pico ~4, J. Sullivan 78, H. Thompson 85, E. Wingard 79. .
6th Class-W. Barron 100, C. Enright 100, Jno, Ford ~5, F. Hall 70, J. Killian 70, D.
Spence 85,-A. To.stado 70, Jno. Volio 100.
Table o.f Honor.
4th Class-J. R.Arguello 75, R. Brenham 85, W . Davis 95, C. q11Uty 98, W. Schofield
70, Th. Tully 75.
5th Class-J. Bonnett 88. .A.. Bowie 78. F. Cavagnaro 95. M. 'Donahue 72, T. Dowell
93, w. Furman 77, ;F.IGalindo 90, L. Ghirardelli 97, F. Lacoste 71, J. J. Montgo-
mery 84, J. M. Murphy 70, D. Quilty 79, G~ Shafer 83. F. Shafer 72, R. Sheridan
91, E. Welti 100;
RHE1'ORIC.
1st Class-J. Herrmann 73. Th. Tully 77, J. Walsh 78, R Yorba 78.
2d Class-W. Davis 94, J. Franklin 90, L. Harrison 70 J . Ryland 90, J. Smith "94.
GRAMMAR.
1st Class-J. Chretien 85, T. Dowell 90;F. Harrison 83, A..McCone 80, J. J. Montgo-
. mery 90, C..Quilty 87. R. Sheridan 70, W. Schofield 78., E. Stanton 73, X.. Yorba
'70.' ~
,~d ,Class-H.:Abila 90, J~ Cavagnaro 80,.R. Delavega 90, L. Ghirardelli 80, G. Holden
85, E. Howard 70. J. Kearney 85, G. Meehan 90, C. .Moore 75, J. M. Murphy 70,
J. Olcese 85, C. Ortiz 80, U.. Proctor 75, G. W. Seifert 70, V. Vidaurreta 70. Ch.
Volio 90, J. Wolter 85.
3d Class-Jet Division-J. Basset 70, \,Y. Bellew' 80, V. Bruschi 75, F. Cavagnaro 70,
D. Gagnon 70, E. Holden 90, E. Lamolle 70, R. Lawrie 70, J. Moore 70, A. Pa-
checo 70, F. Ryland 92, V. Sanchez 70, H. Wilcox 90, J .,Bonnet 85. H ..Farmer
92, Ed. Welti 70.
2d Divisior.-N. Beck 70, J. Fenton ,74, O. Fosgate 79, F. Galindo 70, L. Gallagher 70
H. .Green 80, J. R. Murphy 85, P. Narvaez 70, R. Pico 90.
FI{ENCH.
Ist Clal::;s-;B, Brisile~74 : O. Orena 71.
2d Class-l·t De la Vega 80, Th. Dowell 98, G. G.ray 78, W . Gray' 90, D. Harvey 70~
F. Lacoste 75, A.. Sanchez 90, R. Spence 70. · .
.3dClass-H. Bowie 86, F. Gumbert 80, F. Harrison 86, L. Harrison 85, Jno, Hopkins
86, A. Loweree S6, C. Ortiz 80, P. Murphy 76, Jno. Murphy 70.
SPANISH.
Ist' Class-C. McClatchy 70. . . .
3d Class-No Brisac 95, W. FurmanZf), O. Gresham 70,:G . Holden 90, A. Pacheco 95,
W. Sears 75, J. F. Smith 94.
ITAT..IAN.
F. Cavagnaro 85, J. Cavagnaro 85, J. Olcese 85. '
GERMAN.
J. Auzerais 80, B. Brisac 80, C. Ebner 100, F. Ebner 90, G. Ebner 90, H. Freudenthal
75, L. Ghirardelli 80, A. IHHleng 70, J . Meyer 70, A. ""fiiller 70, J. Perrier 75, X.
Yorba 90.
ARITHMETIC.
1st Class--R. Arguello 75, M. Donahue 74, 'T. Do\vell '90, J. Franklin 88, H. Freuden-
thal 95. W Furman 75, J, L~ Foster 76, W. Harrison 70; H. IIughes 72, A. Lowe-
ree 73, J. J. Montgomery 84, O. Orefia 75, W .. Schofield 90, W. Sears 74, R,. She -
ridan 87, C. E. Stanton 78, .J. Woodworth 72, C. Welti 73, X. Yorba 80.
2d-ClasB-A. .Arriola 70, R. Brenham 70, J. Chretien 75, H. Dinklage 80, F. Ebner
80, L. Ghirardelli 70, G. Holden 87, C. Miles 70, A Millier 70, P Murphy 70. J :Ol-
cese 85, G. Proctor 70, F. Ryland 89, J. ~L Murphy 80,.J. Donahue 75. .
3d Class-C~ Arguello 72, W. Bellew 90, J. Braneh 80, J. Cahill 70. G. Ebner 7,O.I.J. Gal-
lagher 72, E. Holden 70, W. Irwin.92, E. La1l1011e 85 J. Moore 95, A Spence 73,
Jose Tinoco 70, F. Thomspon 78, Jno. Volio 98, V. Vidaurreta 71, E. Wingard
70, H. Wilcox 90 J. vVoloor 70, J , Boyter 80, TIl. Donahue 74, II. Fanner 88, Th.
Hughes 85, rrh. McShane 70, F. Shafer 78, G. Shafer 77, E. White 70.
BOOK-KEEPING.
1st Class-A. Aguirre 75. V. Clement 100, W. Davis 90~ W. Furman 85, C. McClatchy
92, J. F . Smith 90, C Welti 85, X. Yorba 90.
2d Class-C. Barker 70, B. Brisac 80, J. Cavagnaro 80" .J. Chretien 76, T. DowellTfi,
F. Ebner 80, J. Enright 78, J. Franklin 98, H. Freudenthal 100; W. Harrison :72,
J. Hudner 100, H. Hughes 70. F. Lacoste 71, !A. Loweree 90, C. Miles 73, J. J.
Montgomery 90, J. Olcese 84, O. Orefia 73, L. Palmer 90, L. Partidge 72, W.
Sears 90, F. .Scully 70,:.R...Sheridan 85, R. .Spence 81, A. Stanton 90, T. Tully 100
C",q:uilty 100. ,
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' 3d Class-H. Dinklage 70, .1. M. 'Donah ue 74, J. L. 'Fost er 89, L. Ghirardelli, ,70, ,~F'
Harrison 79, L. J . Harrison 78" G. Holden 79, J. McKinnon 73. W . ,Proctor 83,
J. Perrier 80, W. B. Schofield 79, Wolter 73, J. Day 70, G. Meehan 7~. ,- ,
READING AND SPELLING.
1st Class-J. Auzerais 80, R. Delavega 70, J.L. Foster 70, J. Hopkins 70, II. Hughes
80, J. McKinnon 81, G. Meehan 70, C. 0 , Miles 7Q, A. Miiller 80, W. Snlith-79, C.
Stanton 71. ,
2d Class-Jno, Branch 78,F. Burling 71, J. Cavagnaro 75, H. Dinklage 78, F Hel'e-
ford 84, J. Meyer 79, A. Pacheco 79, "V. G. Proctor 75, H. Wilcox 80, J. Bon-
nett 79, J. Donahue 88, Th. Donahue 70, H. Farmer 89, F. Shafer 7H. ,
3d Class-H. Abila 90, W. Barron 70, W. Byron 75,J. Ford 75, F. Gambert ,70, W.
Gilbert 85, E. Holden 80, H. Jeantrout 85, E. Lamolle 75, R. Pico 90, F. Ryland
, 70, V. Sanchez 90, R. Trenouth 75, ~. Welti 75, M. Ylisariturri 75.
4th Clas£-R. -Dean 70, J. Killiom 80, H. Krahenberg ,70..J ~ ' Volio 70, C. Murphy 75.
ELOCUTION
Ist Class-':'J. Callaghan 70, J. T. Walsh 70. ' , " ". '
2b Class-J. Aguirre 75, W. ,Davis 87" J.Enright 70, J . Franklin 70,W. Furman 80,
H. Hughes 85, P. Mallon' 75, J '. Smith S5. , ' .
3d Class-J. Day 75, Th. Dowell 80, H. Freudenthal 70, F. Harrison 73. P . Kewen 80,
J. J. Montgomery 70, A. McCone:75, C. Quilty 80, C. Stanton 76~ W. Sch0fi.eld.,80
C. Welt; 70. '
4th Class-D. Harvey 75, l\1:cKinnon 70, G. Meehan 75, .J.l\L 'Mtlrphy 75, J . Olcese 85
J. Perrier 70, W. Proctor 80, C. 'Volio 70.
5th Class-A. Bowie 70, A. McCu sker 70, H.,Farmer 90, D. Quilty 70.
rEi'\MAl'iSHIP.
1st Class-J. Auzerais 70, J ~ Bernal 70, r . Dowell 73, J. ' Day 73, S. Frank lin 7'8,'J.
Herrmann 71. J. Lopez 70, W .r- P roctor 75, J . Yorba 75.
2d Class--,-H. Abila 72, R. Brenham 71, J. F . Basset 76, F. Cavagnaro 71, J . Cavagna-
ro 73, J. B. Chretien 75, A. Christiu 72, H. Dillklage 71, H. Freudenthal 78, L.
Ghirardelli 7tH. Gilmor 72, H. Green 70, H . M. Hughes 76, E . How ard 70"J.
Harvey 70. lot Holden-75, ' L . Harrison 71,'T. Huhges 71, A. l\lcCone 75, J. 'M.
Murphy 75, J. Olcese '; 3, A. Pacheco 70, D. Quilty 70,W.~Sears 75, C. E . Stanton
75. R. Sheridan 70, T. Tully 70, W' Tobin 70, H. 'I'hompson 73, J. Wolter 74, H .
Wilcox 78, F. Wingard 70, E. Welti 70, M. Ylisaliturri 73. ' ,
3d Class-A. Bowie 70, J. Boyter 74, J. Cahill 70, P . Cannon 73, J. Coruny 70, '1\ Do-
nahue 74, H. Farmer 75, G. B. Gray 73, W. Gilb ert 70, F. Gambert 72. J . Hop-
kins 71. E. Holden 71, E. Lamolle 70, ...~. Leddy 70, J. J. MonrzomeryH), . P .
Murphy 76, J. Meyer 71, A. ~IcCusker 73, J.lYlcKiilnon 70, P. NarvaezZf), Jno.
Scully 75, A. Sanchez 71, W . Trenouth 70, C. 'Volio 72, J . Volio ,70. '
DRAWING. ' " ' .
A. Arriola 90, J. Auzerais 80, A. Bowie 70, H. Bowi e 85. F~ Burling 70,M. Donahue
, 75, F. Galnbert 70, P . Mallon 85, A. McCon~ 75, O. Orona 70, C. Ortiz '70, F . Ry-
land 70, W. Schofield 75, ~·V. Vidaurreta 80. '
'P IAN O.
H. Bowie 80, C. Ebner 80, W. Gray 80, V. Vidaurreta 70, W. Franklin 80, H. Gilmor
75, A. Leddy 75, W. Gilbert 70, F. Gambert 70..
BRASS INSTRUMENTS.
F. Harrison 80, L. Harrison ,70, P"Mallon 70; R. Remus 80.
VIOLIN.
W. Sears 75: U. Gray 70. R. Enright 70, J. Basset 70, D. Gagnon 70, R. Spence 75,
W, Davis 70, T. Morrisan 75, R.~awrie 75, ,E. Wingard 70.
VOCAL 1\IUSIC,
J. W . Rylrnd 75, W. Seers 70, E . "Hol~en 70,'P. Mallon 75.,
. -'--0-"--
[Classes of the PREPARA'fORY DEPARTl\fENT are omitted.]
Highest number of credits given, 100. Recipients of 70 and over only mentiond.
1~~4.]
PATRONIZE327 & 329. First St.reet, .SAN JOSE.
The "" O~()l/' Adoertisiru) Supplement .
1 ' LEADING SHOI STORE liUve.rm~n ~ O~n-m~ke Shoes .kept. - 'tI Ii In ordinary repair,
' c FREE .
;~~~~~~~
::BO~S CLOT:E3:IN""G;,
:SO~S :BOOTS;,
BOYS :E3:.A..TS=,
In short, everything pertaining to Boys' ware,
Where to buy them at a reasonable price :
D. BERGIN & Co.'s ~I~~ .
SANTA CLARA. ~
Ii~~~~~~~'
-- _. -
. ~ ~~~~~~I J.M. SWINFORD. ll~~ D ~ B, 1m Dj K ~~ ~ .~ Q ~ 111 II~
~II Cor. of Washington & Franklin sts. I~~III SANTA CLARA. J~
~~~~~~(i
J!~ .~ .MIJt8fG;fIN~
M ~ K ~ II ~ II ~ ~ ~ J( L Q K ~ .
(Next door to lfells, pctrgo &; Co.'s, Santa (}lcn:a.) .
TAK ES this m~thod of announcing to the Students of Santa ClaraCollege, arid the Public in genel;al, that he is now prepared to fur-
nish neat fitting suits at prices to suit th« times. A large assortment of r
Goods always on hand, and orders ' executed in a manner that cannot
fail t o snit the most fastedious.
Prices reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
iv 17"Le "Owl" Aclvertisin.q Supplement. lOct
GO TO
WRIGHT'S[f,ALLERY284, Santa ' Clara St.,SA~ JOSE:
For the best Photographs.
P•'Q Ho"'W t o Learn ite-'~ \\1lJ]'~OI'1ft)gry' Send sta mps for ?ircular to~ & ~~ ~&\lI ~ Samuel R. Wells,, t~ l . ~ 389 Broadway , N.Y.
'W~ II~ 'W1£80A-,
! ' f iI~ak &!~~ Irint6F~f~ r ~
Santa Clara Colleqe, Banta Clara.
[)"Ldc~~ Ee~t CL~ t~e r~po~1i (OfFce, 0"L (Lf;
GU)')eee~, <JP(L~~O 'Q) CfB0 :'~ tBoo~"Le~;)
(0ff~,ee, w-~ee m e, t L,l}~.~ ~\o-m,~IJ · Qbbcl'l,-;
b~~yt,.
From the best Manufacturers in the East amd in Europe.
) .
•
OH.1J v CADY.,
No. 340 Santa Clara Street, San Jose;
(Corner of Second Street.)
, Has just received the 1110t1t complete-and best assorted stock of Foreign
and Domestic Cloths, Cassimeres and Vestings, eyer brought
to ' San Jose to delight the eyes of young .gentlemen.
This grand Stock consists in part of French Beavers and Oassi-
.meres, F'cotch and English Vestings,French Velvets and
ValenCIa VestIngs, etc.
1874.] The" o.a: Ac~vertising Supplement. v
D. QU I TY,
T , ILOR,
262 Stones's New Building,
Corner of Lightstone and Santa Clara streets,
SA.~ JOSE_
Commercial ~ avings Bank
OF SAN JOSE.
Corner of Firs~ and Santa Clara Streets,
Receive General and Special Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency, deal in U- S
Bonds and Legal Tenders , and do a General Banking Business.
DRAW EXOHANGE ()N
DONOHOE, KELLY, & co., San Fr~ncisco.
~UGENE KELLY, & ce., Ne-w York.
CONSOLIDATED BANK (Limlted.) London.
BANK OF IRELAND, Dublin.
TELEGRAPHIC TRA~J"SFERSMADE ON NEW YORI{.
Interest all.noed on Time Deposits.
A LARGE AND EI~EGANT STOOK OF
. oys' and au hs' Suits,
J list received and for sale, cheap, at
. ~~ w~ ~PJ?IhDlI ~ ~QJ~~~ .
San Jose.
P. inville, ·
. House" Sign, and Ornam.erital Painter,
SANTA CLARA.
arbeling,
Graining ,
Paper-Hanging,
Whitening and Colorin~ Walls a speciality.
~Orders promptly attended to and work guaranteed.
,
Merchant Tailors , Clothiers , and dealers in all kinds of Gents' F urnishi ng Goods.
~L ig htstone Block, nearly oppoosite the .Aueerais House.
lYle" owr' ,A dvertising Supplement. [Nov..
MAX. BENDER,
Professor of
Drawing, German & Spanish
at Santa Clara College, .
Is prepared to give Private Lessons in
the above to a Iimited number of Pupils,
either at Santa Clara or San Jose.
JOSEPH STEWART,
Main st. Santa Clara, near Widney's.
Hair Cutting, Shaving, Sham-
pooing an~air Dying.
Cholee Perfumery always on hand.
Select brands of Cigars, Tobacco, &c.
B. HICKS,
Boot &: Shoemaker,
Frankiin-st., Santa Ctara.
Gents &Boys Boots made toorder.
- No fit, 110 Pay!
---
AUGUST HABICH,
Santa Clara Store,
(Opposite Santa Clara College)
. Wholesale and }{etail Dealer in
Groceries, Provisions, Cigars, "1'0-
. bacco, Liquors, etc., '
~'All kinds of produce taken in
exchange, or purchased at regular
Market Rates.
Devine & Lorrigan.
DEAIJER IN
Groceries, I">rovisions, Wines, Li-
quors, Cigars 'Tobacco, etc.,
No. 351. First st., San Jose.
J. C. KOPPEL, & Bro.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN
Imported and Domestic
HAVANNA CIGARS.·
Virginia Chewing and Smoking
T 0 :::s A C /0 0 -
MerchaUDl ,P ipes.
CIGAR,ETTAS, etc. etc. etc.
LOUIS DUNCAN'S,
Variety Store"
Franklin Street, Santa Clara.
A large assortment of Smoking and Ohewing
Tobacco,Oigars, Cigaretos, Cigar holders, Pipes,
ete., etc., always on hand.
Martinelli Bros.
BUTO:H:E::RS:J
Franklin st., Santa Clara.
Beef, Pork, Mutton, Lamb,
Veal, etc.
~Customerssupplied at their "respec-
ti ve residenses.
DR. N . KLEIN,
Surgeon _ Dentist,
Office, Balbach's Building,
No. 284, Santa Clara St., San Jose.
E. LAMORY,
MAR rp 0 S A S TOR E
Cor. Franklin and Main sts., Santa Clara. "
KAS"T'Si Fashionable Shoe Store, t
322 & 324 Bush Street,
SAN FRANCISCO
Payot, Upham & CO.
Importers, Booksellers, Stationers
and Publishers,
620 & 622 Washington-street,
SAN FRAN(}]SCO.
Jos. Piscioli & CO.,
Santa Clara, Chop House,
(Odd Fellows' Building,) Franklin street.
All the delir.acies oj the Season on hand.
Orders by telegraph promptly filled.
Reference given.
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Hensley Block, Santa Clara st.,
The best variety of
Metalic Caskets, Black Walnut,
Rosewood and Plain Coffins
Always on hand.
Embalming done in the best possible
manner, for shipment tothe s to.te«
and elsewhere.
1874·1
LEDDY BROTHERS,
JOHN F. TOBIN,
DEALERS IN
Fruits, Pipes, Nuts, Cigars, Con-
fectionery, Tobacco, Stationery,
~lttttM ~lHl'd~. ~l)tttattt~, &t.,
N. W. Cor, Woshington &; Frrtnklin sts.,
SANTA CLARA
DEALER IN
Cameron House.
, Franklin street, Santa Clara
--0-
MARTI NCORCORAN, Proprietor.
-0-
Having purchased the above. Hotel
from the old established and highly
respected John H. Cameron, I beg to
assure the Public that no effort on my
part will be wanting to merit the uni-
versal esteem and patronage enjoyed
by my predecessor.
-0-
Splendidly furnished suits of rooms for
families.
A coach will be at the depot on the arri-
val ot all trains, to convey passengers
and their baggage to the hotel.
ALSO
A LIVERY STABLE
where first-class carriages and buggies
can be had on reasonable terms.
Firrt-olass Horses, Carriages and Buggies
on the most reasonable terms. Orders
promptly attended to.
Mutton, Lamb, Beef, Veal, Pork.
etc., etc.
Stall No 1, City Market, San .Jose
Grey Eagle
ai'~lY fi.~tab163~., ~
FIRE-PROOF BRICK BUILDING
No. 386, First st., - - SAN JOSE:
Barry & Wallace, Proprietors'
H BERNIA SAVING AND LOAN SOCIETY.'
N. E. Cor. Moutgomery & 'Market Streets, San Francisco.
[OctThe "Owl" Lld'vertising SuplJlern. eut.
YOUNG- LADIES'- INSTI11U1E.
OFFICERS:
I V1'ce Presuient.s-C. D. O'SULLIVAN.
TRUSTEES:
1
M. J: O'CONNOR,
P. McARAN,
GUSTAVE TOUCHARD.
JOS. A. DONAHOE,
PETER DONOIIUE.
.... - EDW t\.RD MARTIN
. .' ~ ' '. RICHARD ,
~QlJJll@!@) Q)fC m@)tlr~ Dt1l.@)~
San Jose, Cal.
Deposits Received from $2.50 upwards,
Office hours, frorrn 9 A.M. to 3 P.M.
P1'esi.dent.-1'ti. D. SWEENY,
1reasurer ..
A ttorneu . . . .
M. D. SWEENY,
C. D. O'SULLIVAN,
J OHN SULLIVAN,
R. J. TOBIN
viii
S • MARY'S ACADE1t Y, SANTA CLA.RA.
THIS Institution is conducte d by the Sisters of Notre Dame, and was opened in August 1872to afford those of moderate means an opportunity to procure, for thei r daughters at a trifling
expense, a sound, moral and in tellectual education; such as will enable them to become useful
and intelligent women. '
To place the benefits of this Institution within the reach of the greater number the charge will
only be $16 Per lJ'Ioni;h, payable in advan ce. , There is also a '
Voung Lad ies' Day School.
TERMS :-El~mentary Cl~,ss, per ~onth $3.00
P rimary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.50
RJXTR A :-French and Spanish Languages per Month 1.00
Piano ~:; , ,. . 3 6.00
Plain vocal Music 0 • • • 35
Vocal Music of a higher degree . ' . . . .. . . ... 2 .CO
rrHIS Institution, which is incorporated according to the laws of the State, and empowered to
confer academical honors, commenced it s Twenty First Annual Session, on Monday, August
21st,1872. ,
The Co u rse of Instruction embraces all t he branches of a
thorcugb Education .
TERMb.~
Entrance to be paid 'but once ~ . ' $15 .00
Board and Tuition, per quarter ~' . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62.50
Washing, per quarter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.50
Physician s' fees unless it ,may be 'preferred to pay
the bill in case of sickness, per quarter. . . . . . .. 2.50 -
Piano, Vocal Music Dr awing and P aint ing' form extra charges ; but there
s no extra charge for the )french, Spanlsh or German Languages, nor for Plain
Sewing and Fancy Needlework, , , '
Payments are required to be m ade half a Session in advance. . , .
Pupils will find it much to th eir advantage to be pr esent at the openi ng of the
Session.
Remittances from the country may be sent through Wells, Fargo & Co's Express office or any
reliable Banking House, but the Society will not be responsible for their safe delivery. ~eh~ sign a-
ture of the depositor should accompany the fist deposit. A paper pass-book will be delivered to the
agent by whom the deosit is made. '
-- ......


